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CLICK ME CO., LTD.
Website design, SEO Google adwords
YANEE SANTISWONG
45/34 SOI SRILACHAPARK,
TUMBL SURASAK, AMPOUR
SRIRACHA, CHONBURI 20110
THAILAND
038313131
clickme2557@gmail.com

FANCY BKK CO., LTD.
Clothes & Accessories, Necklaces, earrings, bracelets etc., งามาภิรมณ์สำรับ สร้อยคอ สร้อย รังค์ต่างๆ
WORANIT
1/17 SOI RAMKHUMHEANG 164,
MEANBURI, MEANBURI,
BANGKOK 10510 THAILAND
089 678 4188
fancy_bkk@yahoo.com

RAYONG
LAITHONG JEWELRY
ACCESSORIES, JEWELRY AND JEWELRY REPAIR SERVICE
เครื่องประดับ, ร้านเพชร, ร้านเครื่องประดับ
NONGLUX HILONUKUL
1/5 PHAHREEE BANGPRAO RD,
THAPRAADO RD., AMPOUR
MUANG, RAYONG 21000
THAILAND
ngnonglux@gmail.com

THAILAND
CHIANG MAI

CHIANGMAI ADVENTURE
LAND
Chiang Mai Adventure Land & Vimandow Resort, a place where you can try new experiences, make new friends and have a lot of fun. Try activities like abseiling, rock climbing, zip wire, korb-ball & flying fox ride. We also have horse riding, fishing, children's atv's, children's play park, children's pet corner. Have hope to see you soon, come down and join the fun. Bungalows and camping site available.

BANGKOK

THAILAND
CHIANG MAI

SUANSAWAN RESORT
CHIANG MAI
Suansawan Resort Chiang Mai is ideally located in the beautiful and tranquil Mae Rim Valley. This is a superb resort offering a full range of recreational activities and facilities including two swimming pools, spa treatment & massage, fitness center with sauna, and a lakeside relaxation sala with library surrounded by the finest relaxation environment and nature. The resort features the understated 62 rooms & villas of huge sub-tropical surroundings with more than 1,000 trees, an impressive lake, 3 fishponds and many garden areas. We offer our guests a sense of calmness with lovely views over the neighboring mountains, a perfect place to relax and rejuvenate or to explore the well-known Mae Rim Valley, enjoy a vacation in paradise.

Glorious, wonderful, beautiful, relaxing, peaceful, pleasant, lovely, lovely, lovely.

PHRASUKKHAM MANGNOH
22 WIANGPING SOI 1 WIANGPING
MUANG, CHIANG MAI 50100
THAILAND
support@bbx.co.th

MAO MAN SHOP
OFFERING ALSO PRINT AND SCREEN,
T-SHIRTS, BAGS WHICH MADE FROM
PILLOW DAIRY,
ร้านเสื้อที่ขายพร้อมเดิม เช็คและออกแบบ
SASALUK WONGPUKKAEW
91/91 MOO 9., T. TON PAO., A.
SAN KAMPHAENG., CHIANG MAI
50130 THAILAND
baanlaisen@gmail.com

SARABURI

SARIN FASHION DRESSING
DISTRIBUTE BRAND NAME CLOTHING,
NEW COLLECTION OF FASHION
CLOTHING AND CASUAL WEAR
INCLUDING ACCESSORIES:
NECKLACES, BRACELET, RINGS,
WATCHES, SCARVES, ETC.
FOR MEN AND WOMEN
จ่ายเงินล่วงหน้าตกลงราคา คุ้มค่า
สำหรับสำนักงานของคุณ การจัดซื้อนี้
SAHSATARIN GOVITASSAVA
75 MOO 11., T. NONGSRANG,
A.WIHANDAENG, SARABURI
18150 THAILAND
thuhar@hotmail.co.th

THAILAND
CHIANG MAI

Tree Retro Wiangping
Tree Retro Wiangping offers quality accommodations near the sightseeing, restaurants, shopping district of Chiang Mai, Tree Retro Wiangping Hotel is a popular pick for both business and leisure travelers. The excitement of the city center is only 3.7 km away. With its convenient location, the hotel offers easy access to the city's must-see destinations.

Take advantage of a wealth of unrivalled services and amenities at this Chiang Mai hotel. Free Wi-Fi in all rooms, express check-in/check-out, Wi-Fi in public areas, car park, car hire are just a few of the facilities that set Tree Retro Wiangping Hotel apart from other hotels in the city.

Hotel accommodations have been carefully appointed to the highest degree of comfort and convenience. In some of the rooms, guests can find internet access – wireless (complimentary), air conditioning, television LCD/plasma screen, refrigerator. Besides, the hotel's host of recreational offerings ensures you have plenty to do during your stay.

Tree Retro Wiangping Hotel is a smart choice for travelers to Chiang Mai, offering a relaxed and hassle-free stay every time.

ROOM SERVICES

Tree Retro Wiangping offers the following services:

- Guest room service
- Room service
- Housekeeping
- Safety deposit box
- Laundry service
- Dry cleaning

RESTAURANT

Tree Retro Wiangping offers the following restaurants:

- Breakfast
- Lunch
- Dinner
- Snack

BAR/COCKTAIL LOUNGE

Tree Retro Wiangping offers the following bars:

- Bar

RECREATION FACILITIES

Tree Retro Wiangping offers the following recreation facilities:

- Outdoor pool
- Indoor pool
- Fitness centre
- Spa

Fitness centre includes:
- Cardio equipment
- Weight equipment
- Personal training
- Sauna
- Steam room

SPACER

Tree Retro Wiangping offers the following suppliers:

- Tour operator
- Car rental
- Car repair

Tree Retro Wiangping offers the following assistance:

- Special dietary requirements
- Baby sitting
- Children's menu
- Children's play area
- Pet friendly

TRANSPORTATION

Tree Retro Wiangping offers the following transportation services:

- Car hire
- Airport shuttle
- Limousine service

AMENITIES

Tree Retro Wiangping offers the following amenities:

- 24-hour room service
- Complimentary wireless
- Air conditioning
- Satellite TV
- LCD/plasma screen
- Refrigerator
- Minibar
- Hairdryer
- Toiletries
- Free Wi-Fi
- Concierge desk
- Valet parking
- Currency exchange

RECEPTION

Tree Retro Wiangping offers the following reception services:

- 24-hour reception
- Express check-in/check-out
- Front desk
- Luggage storage
- Bellboy/Porter

LOCATIONS

Tree Retro Wiangping is located in the heart of Chiang Mai, offering easy access to a wide range of local attractions.

- Mae Rim Valley, enjoy a vacation in paradise.
- Entrance to the resort, take a walk around the lake, enjoy a swim in the pool, or relax in the lounge.
- Explore the surrounding areas, including temples, markets, and historic sites.

CONTACT

THAI

.tree-retro-wiangping.com

THAILAND

CHIANG MAI
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Tree Retro Tasala Hotel is home to 27 bedrooms. All are tastefully furnished and many even provide such comforts as internet access – wireless, internet access – wireless (complimentary), non smoking rooms, air conditioning, wake-up service. Besides, the hotel's host of recreational offers ensures you have plenty to do during your stay. Whatever your purpose of visit, Tree Retro Tasala Hotel is an excellent choice for your stay in Chiang Mai. Rooms feature, Wi-Fi internet access, air conditioning, wake-up service. Amenities include, Internet - wireless, Internet - wireless public areas, Wi-Fi internet access, Parking, front desk. Wireless Internet Access – Public Areas, Car Parking, Wi-Fi in Public Areas, Car Park, Reception. From the moment you arrive, you will feel right at home at Tree Retro Tasala Hotel, where you can enjoy free Wi-Fi throughout the hotel. There are many even provide such comforts as Air conditioning, Wake-up service. Rooms are equipped with, Internet access – wireless, Internet access – wireless public areas, Air conditioning, Wi-Fi in Public Areas. Room Service, Massages, Internet access – public areas. You can enjoy a truly unique and wonderful experience among the natural beauty of Northern Thailand. If you are planning to stay at the hotel, you will find a range of recreational activities to suit your preferences. The hotel offers easy access to the city's must-sees, whether you are traveling for business or leisure. Only 10 km away, this 2.5-star hotel and its guests can easily access from the airport, train station, bus station, train, bus. Tree Retro Tasala Hotel is located in Tha Sai, Chiang Mai, Thailanld.

The Home Massage & Hostel full trade on BBX 1 Dormitory room maximum stay 8 person 2500 THB , Deluxe room double bed 1000 THB no breakfast, Massage all styles 2f full trade.

Buralumpai Resort
Buralumpai Resort is a luxury resort in the alluring valley of Pai, Mae Hong Son Province, offering guests a rejuvenating experience infused with natural harmony and tranquility. Located just outside the town centre on the peaceful banks of the gentle River Pai, Buralumpai Resort is the perfect destination for those looking to experience nature at its finest. The resort offers a range of activities designed to provide a truly unique and unforgettable experience. The resort is surrounded by lush greenery and offers guests the opportunity to relax and unwind in the comfort of their own private villa.

Absolute NakaLay Boutique Resort
Absolute NakaLay Boutique Resort is providing apartment style living, this Absolute property is well designed to provide maximum space. Midway between Kamala and Patong, guests of Absolute NakaLay Boutique Resort have easy access to both these beaches while being within walking distance to NakaLay Beach. Hire a boat for exploring the nearby islands and dive trips, or indulge in a range of water sports close to the beach. Guests can also head to the Beach Club and simply relax under the sun with some food and drinks. The staff at Absolute are readily available to recommend the best attractions depending on your preference, whether it be shopping or sightseeing. Providing an absolute home-away-from-home experience is the Absolute NakaLay Boutique Resort. Absolute NakaLay Boutique Resort is providing apartment style living, this Absolute property is well designed to provide maximum space. Midway between Kamala and Patong, guests of Absolute NakaLay Boutique Resort have easy access to both these beaches while being within walking distance to NakaLay Beach. Hire a boat for exploring the nearby islands and dive trips, or indulge in a range of water sports close to the beach. Guests can also head to the Beach Club and simply relax under the sun with some food and drinks. The staff at Absolute are readily available to recommend the best attractions depending on your preference, whether it be shopping or sightseeing. Providing an absolute home-away-from-home experience is the Absolute NakaLay Boutique Resort. The staff at Absolute are readily available to recommend the best attractions depending on your preference, whether it be shopping or sightseeing. Providing an absolute home-away-from-home experience is the Absolute NakaLay Boutique Resort.
VIEW TALAY 5 JOMTIEN BEACH

View Talay 5 Jomtien Beach is located less than a 5-minute walk from the beach. View Talay 5 Jomtien Beach offers a comfortable studio apartment with full WiFi and a balcony with partial sea views. View Talay 5 features an outdoor swimming pool and a restaurant. Free parking is available. Accommodation will provide you with air conditioning, a seating area and a flat-screen TV. Complete with a small dining table, there is a kitchenette with a microwave and a refrigerator. Featuring a shower, the private bathroom also comes with a bath and a hairdryer. The property is 3 km from Walking Street Pattaya and 2.7 km from Bai Hai Pier. Suvarnabhumi Airport is located 89 km away. Studio for rent on daily basis View Talay 5 Jomtien Beach offers spacious rooms designed for business and leisure travelers. We look forward to welcoming you to your “Home Away From Home”.

PALM GROVE RESORT

Palm Grove Resort is Luxury Boutique Resort in Na Jomtien ideally situated in the heart of the natural and cultural attractions on Thailand’s Eastern Seaboard. Nestled between two quaint fishing villages, Ban Am Pur and Bang Saray and only a few hundred meters from a pristine white sand beach the location and ambience could hardly be better. The contemporary 2 bedroom town houses and 3 bedroom pool villas are luxurious, spacious and tastefully furnished, with a seamless blend of East and West, it is an ideal choice for family, couples & perfect for golfers. Enjoy the rich cultural and natural flavors of the Eastern Seaboard and with its easy access to Pattaya, Palm Grove truly is the number one choice for the discerning traveler.

ACE TRADING

SERVICED APARTMENTS NAMED ACE LODGE PATTAYA LOCATED NEAR WONG AMAT BEACH  We warmly welcome you to your beautiful serviced apartments, which are located in the heart of Pattaya City. We aim to provide you with all the comfort and convenience you expect from a 4 star hotel. Our apartments are fully equipped with all modern amenities to make your stay comfortable and enjoyable.

BBX CUSTOMER SERVICE

BBX CUSTOMER SERVICE 404/6 MOO 12 THAPRAYA ROAD, JOMTIEN BEACH NONGPRUE, BANGLAMUNG CHONBURI 20260 THAILAND

support@bbx.co.th

www.view-talay-villas.com
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SUNTOSA RESORT
Suntosa Resort on Koh Larn Island, centrally located near Naban Pier beaches. Enjoy the island evening breeze from your well appointed room with full amenities. Just a step away from busy Pattaya with great beaches and restaurants. Suntosa Resort provides a most conducive spot for you to take a break from your busy days. From here, guests can enjoy easy access to all that the lively city has to offer. For sightseeing options and local attractions, one need not look far as the hotel enjoys close proximity to Tawaen Beach, Koh Lan. Suntosa Resort also offers many facilities to enrich your stay in Pattaya. Guests of the hotel can enjoy on-site features like free Wi-Fi in all rooms, Wi-Fi in public areas, room service, restaurant, laundry service. Hotel accommodations have been carefully appointed to the highest degree of comfort and convenience. In some of the rooms, guests can find internet access – free Wi-Fi, non smoking rooms, air conditioning, desk, balcony/terrace. Besides, the hotel's host of recreational offerings ensures you have plenty to do during your stay. Suntosa Resort is an ideal place of stay for travelers seeking charm, comfort and convenience in Pattaya. Not available during weekends (Fri-Sun) and national holidays Suntosa Resort provides a 2 Night Package at 7,000 Baht including breakfast (maximum 4 persons) plus snorkeling and motorbike at disposal. The newly opened resort is located on Koh Larn, just 400 meters from the pier. You can enjoy the beautiful surroundings of the beach in front of the room or if you prefer to go to Ta Wan Beach, we provide beach beds free of charge. All guest rooms are beautifully furnished with all the necessary amenities. It is the perfect place for people who like to get away from the city stress and looking for 100% relaxation.

LOMTALAY RESORT
2 Nights Package at 7,000 Trade Baht including breakfast (maximum 4 persons) plus snorkeling and motorbike at disposal. The newly opened resort is located on Koh Larn, just 400 meters from the pier. You can enjoy the beautiful surroundings of the beach in front of the room or if you prefer to go to Ta Wan Beach, we provide beach beds free of charge. All guest rooms are beautifully furnished with all the necessary amenities. It is the perfect place for people who like to get away from the city stress and looking for 100% relaxation.

Lom Talay Resort exists from 2 units of 2 bedrooms houses only. Facility: Air-condition, TV, Refrigerator, Fan. Fully equipped Barbecue Grill and cleaning service chargeable at 200 Baht per stay to be settled directly to the resort. Guests of the hotel can enjoy the beautiful surroundings of the beach in front of the room or if you prefer to go to Ta Wan Beach, we provide beach beds free of charge. All guest rooms are beautifully furnished with all the necessary amenities. It is the perfect place for people who like to get away from the city stress and looking for 100% relaxation.

MY DREAM HOUSE RESORT
Suntosa Resort Situated away from the hustle and bustle of Pattaya, located in Jomtien. My Dream Resort is a quiet and secluded boutique resort comprising 10 of beautiful teak wood chalets with comforts of modern standards. Wifi, TV, Air-con. A very clean resort with small comfortable restaurant offering Thai food and traditional breakfast. Prices are for accommodation only no breakfast included. Weekdays Baht 1,000 a night & weekends Baht 1,500 a night. For 2 Bedroom Twin Chalets available Weekdays Baht 2,000 a night & weekends Baht 3,000 a night. My DREAM HOUSE RESORTs ตั้งอยู่ในที่ที่จะมีความสุขตามเจ้าของใน myths My dream resort, Beautiful, ชอล์กที่ใช้ในโปร่งแสง ประกอบด้วย 10 ชาเลทไม่สักที่สวยงามที่มีความสะดวกสบายของมาตรฐานที่ทันสมัย Wifi, ทีวี, ที่นอน ทำให้สามารถมีการพักผ่อนได้อย่างเต็มที่ที่ที่จะสามารถมีการพักผ่อนได้ตามที่ต้องการ วันธรรมดา 1,500 บาทต่อคืน วันหยุด ราคา 1,000 บาทต่อคืน วันหยุดสุดสัปดาห์ ราคา 1,500 บาทต่อคืน วันหยุดสุดสัปดาห์ ราคา 1,000 บาทต่อคืน.

My Dream Resort is the perfect place for people who like to get away from the city stress and looking for 100% relaxation. It is the perfect place for people who like to get away from the city stress and looking for 100% relaxation.

MY DREAM HOUSE RESORT Situated away from the hustle and bustle of Pattaya, located in Jomtien. My Dream Resort is a quiet and secluded boutique resort comprising 10 of beautiful teak wood chalets with comforts of modern standards. Wifi, TV, Air-con. A very clean resort with small comfortable restaurant offering Thai food and traditional breakfast. Prices are for accommodation only no breakfast included. Weekdays Baht 1,000 a night & weekends Baht 1,500 a night. For 2 Bedroom Twin Chalets available Weekdays Baht 2,000 a night & weekends Baht 3,000 a night.

MY DREAM HOUSE RESORT Situated away from the hustle and bustle of Pattaya, located in Jomtien. My Dream Resort is a quiet and secluded boutique resort comprising 10 of beautiful teak wood chalets with comforts of modern standards. Wifi, TV, Air-con. A very clean resort with small comfortable restaurant offering Thai food and traditional breakfast. Prices are for accommodation only no breakfast included. Weekdays Baht 1,000 a night & weekends Baht 1,500 a night. For 2 Bedroom Twin Chalets available Weekdays Baht 2,000 a night & weekends Baht 3,000 a night.
Check Inn Phromphong is located at the heart of Sukhumvit Road just across the street from the Emporium shopping mall. It is a five-minute walk to the Phromphong BTS Station which connects you to prime shopping venues and major business centers of Bangkok.

At Check Inn, you can relax in the peaceful surrounding of a carefully designed and tastefully furnished rooms. Here all guests can enjoy a memorable stay, whether for a pleasurable urban holiday or a business trip. Check-in, Frangipani, lounge in the spacious 41 room façade, one of the most luxurious hotels in the area.

The Hua Lamphong MRT station is close by, making it extremely convenient to access all major areas of the city. Public transportation and Tuk-Tuks are easily available. Check-in, the lobby lounge is located in the Cyril Garden, a venue with modern and classical charm.

Rooms are available from 2,100 THB per night for Superior Business Deluxe Rooms or 1,900 THB per night for Superior business Deluxe Rooms. The Regency Park Bangkok Hotel offers shops and restaurants at your disposal.

Check Inn Phromphong, Check Inn Chinatown and Check Inn Phromphong are situated in the heart of Bangkok and Chiang Mai, Thailand. The hotels offer easy access to major tourist attractions and business centers. The Regency Park Bangkok Hotel is located in the heart of Bangkok’s Chinatown district. It is the main business area for textiles, gifts, souvenirs and gold markets. The streets are filled with restaurants and stalls that will allow you to eat till you drop. The food stalls are conveniently opened 24 hours a day.

The location also situates you close to the Chao Phraya River, making it easy to access the historical tourist section of the city and also visit the Grand Palace, Wat Arun and the world famous Golden Buddha.

Check Inn Phromphong offers quality reasonably-priced three-star accommodations in one of Bangkok’s most famous entertainment, shopping, and business districts. Check Inn Chinatown offers three-star accommodations in the heart of Bangkok’s Chinatown district with access to major tourist attractions and business centers. Check Inn Phromphong offers five-star accommodations in the heart of Bangkok’s business district.

For further information and reservations, please contact us at:

**Check Inn Phromphong**
- Address: 2/29-31 SUKHUMVIT 41, SUKHUMVIT RD., NORTH KHLONGTAN, WATTHANA, BANGKOK 10110 THAILAND
- Phone: 02 107 1049
- Email: support@bbx.co.th

**Check Inn Chinatown**
- Address: 204, 206, 208 CHAROENKRUNG, CHAROENKRUNG ROAD, CHAROEN KRUNG 14, SAMPHANTHAWONGSE, BANGKOK 10100 THAILAND
- Phone: 02 107 1049
- Email: support@bbx.co.th

**Check Inn Phromphong**
- Address: 22, 21, 2 SUTHEPAT SIRI, PATHUMTHANI 12130 THAILAND
- Phone: 02 107 1049
- Email: support@bbx.co.th

**Check Inn Chinatown**
- Address: 204, 206, 208 CHAROENKRUNG, CHAROENKRUNG ROAD, CHAROEN KRUNG 14, SAMPHANTHAWONGSE, BANGKOK 10100 THAILAND
- Phone: 02 107 1049
- Email: support@bbx.co.th
**SUNRISE LUXURY VILLAS**

Pattaya villas for rent short term  บ้านพักให้เช่าระยะสั้น  ธรรมชาติ และวิวที่สวยงาม ให้คุณได้รับสัมผัส
Leonard Burke
02 107 1049
support@bbx.co.th

**THE LOFT**

Accommodation with a difference, The Loft Residences has spectacular rooms for rent in
Khaoyai next to the Khaoyai National
Par. For those who love tranquility &
luxury, the tranquil surroundings and beautiful
location are perfect for a peaceful stay.

**MARAKEH HUA-HIN RESIDENCES**

Marakeh Hua Hin Residences offers you
experiences the serenity and tranquility of
Hua Hin, along with modern, luxurious
accommodation.

**SABAIHOME DECORATE**

Apartment for rent daily and monthly at
Muang Thong Thani  อพาร์ทเม้นท์ให้เช่าระยะสั้นและระยะยาว tại
SABAIHOME DECORATE RESIDENCES

**N-SIRI RESORT & HOTEL**

N Siri Resort & Hotel offers accommodation with many facilities such as spa & wellness center, fitness center, swimming pool, free internet connection, dry cleaning/laundry service and Wi-Fi.

**THE GREAT RESIDENCE**

The Great Residence is happy to welcome you! With a location only 5 minutes away from Suvarnabhumi Airport it is ideally situated. We are fully equipped with new furnishings and lots of facilities such as restaurant, Thai massage, Cable TV, Laundry, Wifi, luggage store and airport transfer 24 hrs.

**THE GREAT RESIDENCE LADKRABANG ROAD, 10520 BANGKOK 02 107 1049 support@bbx.co.th**

**VICKY COLLECTION**

Centrally located apartment in Jomtien. Fully furnished and equipped rooms for daily and monthly rental.

**PHUKET**

**KATA BLUE SEA RESORT**

The Kata Blue Sea Resort is a modern boutique hotel located in the centre of Kata Town, on the south-west coast of Phuket, just a few minutes’ walk from the white sands and clear water of Kata Beach.

**BAAN YUREE RESORT & SPA**

Baan Yuree Phuket Resort & Spa is a Contemporary-Thai Style Phuket resort that is situated on a hill near the famous Patong Beach. The hotel is very well located being a few minutes from beaches and the center of Patong, yet quiet, peaceful & private. Situated on a hill , the Phuket resort has a scenic Andaman sea view and Patong town view. Moreover, the area is in a beautiful natural setting, at Baan Yuree Phuket Resort & Spa, all guests are treated as VIPs.

**NAKHON NAYOK**

**SECRET CLIFF RESORT**

The Secret Cliff Resort & Restaurant-
Phuket - We want to share with you and a secret we know you will want to share with all your friends. Its location is the perfect setting for a quiet, peaceful only a 5-minute drive from the lively exciting
resort of Patong Beach, with the fabulous
long powdery sand beach of Karon a
similar distance for daytime lazing and
swimming in the gentle waters of the
Andaman Sea.  มีบ้านที่ดีที่สุด ซ่อนอยู่กลาง
เครือข่าย คุณสามารถจับ
ได้กับประสบการณ์ใหม่ที่
สนใจในสถานที่ที่คุณต้องการ
ครูกับการที่คุณต้องการ
การที่คุณต้องการ
พักที่แตกต่างกัน 7 สไตล์ เชิญมาพักกับเราที่

**KATHU**

**BAAN YUREE RESORT**

Baan Yuree Phuket Resort & Spa is a
Contemporary-Thai Style Phuket resort
that is situated on a hill near the famous
Patong Beach. The hotel is very well
located being a few minutes from beaches
and the center of Patong, yet quiet,
peaceful & private. Situated on a hill , the
Phuket resort has a scenic Andaman sea
view and Patong town view. Moreover, the
area is in a beautiful natural setting, at
Baan Yuree Phuket Resort & Spa, all
guests are treated as VIPs.

**KATA ROAD, KATHU 83120 PHUKET 02 107 1049 support@bbx.co.th**

**NAPARAN RESORT & SPA**

The Kata Blue Sea Resort is a
modern boutique hotel located in the centre
of Kata Town, on the south-west coast of
Phuket, just a few minutes’ walk from the
white sands and clear water of Kata Beach.

**KARON**

**KATA BLUE SEA RESORT**

The Kata Blue Sea Resort is a modern
boutique hotel located in the centre of
Kata Town, on the south-west coast of
Phuket, just a few minutes’ walk from the
white sands and clear water of Kata Beach.

**KATA ROAD, KATHU 83120 PHUKET 02 107 1049 support@bbx.co.th**

**KATRIN**

**KATHU**

**KATA BLUE SEA RESORT**

The Kata Blue Sea Resort is a modern
boutique hotel located in the centre of
Kata Town, on the south-west coast of
Phuket, just a few minutes’ walk from the
white sands and clear water of Kata Beach.

**KATA ROAD, KATHU 83120 PHUKET 02 107 1049 support@bbx.co.th**
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**KATA ROAD, KATHU 83120 PHUKET 02 107 1049 support@bbx.co.th**
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**KARON**

**KATA BLUE SEA RESORT**

The Kata Blue Sea Resort is a modern
boutique hotel located in the centre of
Kata Town, on the south-west coast of
Phuket, just a few minutes’ walk from the
white sands and clear water of Kata Beach.

**KATA ROAD, KATHU 83120 PHUKET 02 107 1049 support@bbx.co.th**
PATTAYA TRADER
The Pattaya Trader monthly magazine is the biggest and best advertising forum distributed throughout the Pattaya area. We have the largest classified advertising section and excellent content pages with short stories, music book reviews, restaurant reviews, sports articles and much more. Our website contains all our classified ads section, plus various articles and stories related to Pattaya, providing far-reaching advertising potential. Promote your business today; we will help you design your advert using our in-house graphic designers to make the biggest impact for you.

Sunshine Productions
Barry Upton is a successful hit songwriter, arranger, musician and producer of many different forms of popular music. He is also a specialist in graphic design services at great rates. We specialize in flyers, business cards, posters, signs & much more. Please visit our website for more information.

STEVE
PATTAYA CITY, BANGLAMUNG, 20260 PATTAYA
087 584 7465
steve@smootherdesigns.com
www.smootherdesigns.com
**PATTAYA SIGnteCH CO.,LTD**

Pattaya Signtech is an experienced sign manufacturer, sign service and sign installation specialist with a modern, well-equipped facility in Pattaya. We can handle your entire project from design assistance to installation. We manufacture all types of interior and exterior signage including, electric signs, electronic message signs, pylon signs, neon signs, channel letters, wall signs, banners, awnings and billboard structures etc. Not sure what you need? We can assist you with conceptual design to a detailed fabrication level.

**REAL ESTATE MAGAZINE THAILAND**

Real Estate Magazine Thailand (REM) is the first English language property magazine established in 2000 to report on all the best property developments throughout Thailand, especially in the Pattaya area on Thailand’s thriving Eastern Seaboard. Considered by most industry insiders to be the bible of Real Estate in Pattaya, REM contains news, features, specially written columns and a wealth of advertising from the city’s leading real estate brokers and developers. If you are looking to buy a condominium or house in the Pattaya area REM should be your first port of call. All the city’s leading property developers are featured in the magazine.

**PATTAYA MAIL PUBLISHING CO.,LTD**

Bringing the world to Pattaya, Pattaya Mail Media Group covers all aspects of news reporting as well as providing affordable advertising. Keep up to date with news and information on Travel & Tourism, Business, Entertainment, Sports, Dining, Kids, Books, Music and including bold yet fair reporting on crime and the local administration, governmental issues and much more. Pattaya Mail also realizes its role as a community minded newspaper and each week reserves space for community happenings, social events, local sports, and an adequate amount of features and informative pieces created by some of the area’s best writers.

**HIGH TOWER CO.,LTD**

Enjoy Cards Advertise your business through "the most unique marketing tool in Thailand" - Enjoy Cards. These Advertising Cards feature a suitable eye-catching visual for your business on the front with the relevant details and a clear map with taxi / tuk tuk directions in Thai on the reverse (if required). The cards are displayed in prominent locations such as hotels, shopping centres, bars, restaurants, etc. ensuring all important exposure for your business.

For more information

[www.enjoycardsthailand.com](http://www.enjoycardsthailand.com)

**LASER DISPLAY TECHNOLOGIES**

For all your entertainment needs speak to our experienced professionals. We can supply mobile disco’s, sound & lighting hire, laser shows and multimedia productions, all that you need to make your event or product launch a success. Productions, all that you need to make your event or product launch a success. Productions
THAILAND

BAR ACCESSORIES
PATTAYA

BATTERY SUPPLIER
THAILAND
CHIANG MAI

MY BEAUTY SHOP
Beauty supply, diet dress suit, lift up face machine

SARINTIP CHAITIP
2014/0 MOO 9,
NONGCHOM, SANSAI, CHIANG MAI 50120 THAILAND
0947576468
sirincmu@yahoo.co.th

PHITSANULOK

HARI
we sell appliances.

HARI HARI
189/1 MOO 3, T.THOR THEA, A.WAT BOT, PHITSANULOK 65160
LAMPHOON 51150
095 641 5856
mr.runsungu@gmail.com

THAILAND

THAILAND

CHIANG MAI

DE GRACE CLINIC
Beauty treatment, Botox, filler, nose surgery all facial, body slimming program full trade

TIDA WATTANAPANHITAK
1ST FLOOR SHANGRI-LA HOTEL
CHIANGMAI, CHIANG KLAN,
MUANG CHIANGMAI, CHIANG MAI 50000
THAILAND
0892068106
dr.tidalclinic@yahoo.com

CHONLAPIN CLINIC
Beauty Clinic in Chiang Mai. Anti-aging & skin treatments. คลินิกความงามที่เชียงใหม่ ตั้งอยู่ในรอบเมือง และมีบริการที่ทันสมัย

CHONLAPIN SOMKET
114/15 MOO 4, NONG KA KHAO,
MUANG, CHIANG MAI 50000
THAILAND

CHONLAPINclinic@yahoo.com

BANGKOK

MEDSLIM
Health service & Beauty service and Import products

PURIDA UTARAPHONG
296/21 FAMILY CONDO
INTHARA41, DINDANG,
BANGKOK 10400 THAILAND
02 6937477
mampurida@yahoo.com

ADEN

VIPAVEE KITIPONGSE
56/8 YONGCHAROEN COMPLEX D, SRINAKARIN 40 RD,
NONGBON, PRABET, BANGKOK
10250 THAILAND
vpvbkk@gmail.com

BANGKOK

TWISTER SHOT BAR SUPPLIER
Manufacturer and distributor of a wide range of cocktail bar supply such as plastic test tube for shots, twisted shot glasses, trays and dispensers, cocktail stirrers, bar mats, condiment holders, bar centers, whiskey pourers, bar muddler, flair bottles and much more.

ANDREW LEPPARD
54/65 MOO 2, SOI SIAMCOUNTRY CLUB, BANGLAMUNG, 20260
PATTAYA
sales@twistershots.com
www.twistershots.com

BARS & ENTERTAINMENT
PATTAYA

CHAMPAGNE AGOGO
Champagne Agogo is located in the LK Metro Complex and is one of the most popular spots in town. We offer some of the best entertainment in Pattaya as well as serving a full range of beverages in a cool and relaxed setting. Come and experience our hospitality now... you won't be disappointed. Open from 14:00 till late. Champagne Agogo was the first commercial establishment in LK Metro Complex and is one of the first commercial establishments in Pattaya.

ROBERT WALKER
SOI LK METRO, CENTRAL PATTAYA. 20150 PATTAYA
jrwclassic@gmail.com
www.champagne-agogo.com

NATURA CHARM
Natura Charm is a Thai-Belgium created brand, Origin in Thailand and born from the passion for cosmetics and relationships. Natura Charm confirms its leading position in the field of cosmetics, herbs and aesthetic wellness. It consolidates, primarily, as a company committed to the quality of relationships we establish with our different audiences - which meets at the call Community Natura Charm - and to innovation and continuous improvement of its products and services. You can contact Natura Charm at the official website www.naturacharm.com. Natura Charm is one of the leading brands in the field of cosmetics, herbs and aesthetic wellness in Thailand.

PUNTAGON MALEE
234/16 VUALAI ROAD., HAIYA,
MUANG., LAMPHOON 51150
053275350
053275350
pj.fastslim@hotmail.com
www.pffastslim.com

THAILAND

PEAK BEAUTY
Academy of beauty, we have gold mask. สำนักงานสำนักงาน<br>
THANIDA YOUNPOM
111 MOO 6, T.WIANG YOUN, A.MUENG, LAMPHOON 51000
THAILAND
tay221@hotmail.com

CHIANG MAI

RICA SHOP
BAGS MADE OF CLOTHES, WHOLESALE AND RETAIL SALES. กระเป๋าผ้า
SUPAWADEE ROUMSKU
35 MOO 4., THUMBO SAN NAMENG., AMPHR SAN SAI., CHIANG MAI 50210 THAILAND
nicamari@gmail.com

WE LOVE PURSES PLUS
Secondhand brand name bags & accessories, LV, Gucci, Prada, Chanel, Dior & Hermes, for more details see more at http://siambrandname.com/forum/showthread.php?t=2844152 จำหน่ายมือสองของแบรนด์ที่คุณโปรด

PORNTHIP ANGKINUNT
189/1 MOO 3, SOI LK METRO, CENTRAL PATTAYA, 20150 PATTAYA
Nongbon, Pravet, Bangkok
0897553165
www.naturacharm.com

THAILAND

LAMPHUN

NATURA CHARM
Natura Charm is a Thai-Belgium created brand, Origin in Thailand and born from the passion for cosmetics and relationships. Natura Charm confirms its leading position in the field of cosmetics, herbs and aesthetic wellness. It consolidates, primarily, as a company committed to the quality of relationships we establish with our different audiences - which meets at the call Community Natura Charm - and to innovation and continuous improvement of its products and services. You can contact Natura Charm at the official website www.naturacharm.com. Natura Charm is one of the leading brands in the field of cosmetics, herbs and aesthetic wellness in Thailand.

PUNTAGON MALEE
234/16 VUALAI ROAD., HAIYA,
MUANG., LAMPHOON 51150
053275350
053275350
pj.fastslim@hotmail.com
www.pffastslim.com

THAILAND

PTREWJED HEALTH & SLIM
Want to feel and look your best? Let Preawjeed Health & Slimming Centre enhance your beauty and improve your health. We specialize in treatments for slimming, facial & body treatments, hair weaving & detox programs. Come and see our trained professionals who will assist you with designing a program to suit your personal needs. To experience our hospitality now... you won't be disappointed. Open from 14:00 till late.

CHONLAPIN SOMKET
114/15 MOO 4, NONG KA KHAO,
MUANG, CHIANG MAI 50000
THAILAND
0892068106
dr.tidalclinic@yahoo.com
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THAILAND
BHUTHANAPUT233 PART., LTD.
Gasoline-Saving Devices จำหน่าย
3/374 THOET RACHAN 43, THOET
RACHAN ROAD, SI KAN, DON
MUEANG, BANGKOK 10210
THAILAND
02 929 1179
02 929 1179
Jeena2501@gmail.com

MAX AUTOPLUS CO.,LTD.
Offering car window film (Meridian brand)
including installation & cleaning service for
car air-conditioning. เราให้บริการติดตั้ง
ฟิล์มกระจกและทำความสะอาด
สี่ seasons และ รถติดตั้ง
69/1 MOO 3, CHAIMAI-MAEJO
ROAD, FAHAM, MUANG, 50000
LAMPHUN 51150
05326840
05326841
support@maxautoplus.com
www.maxautoplus.com

THAILAND
CHIANG MAI

PONGCHAIYON
Car services and car wash in Chiangmai.
We give a variety of services to the car
owners. Such as car wash, car detail and
car window tint. We have a staff of
dedicated employees to provide the
services to our customers.
053 247 185
pariyaphat_1982@hotmail.com

CHARITIES
THAILAND
CHIANG MAI

CHILDREN’S SHELTER
Our Children’s Project “Children’s Shelter
Foundation” is located in the mountain
area of Northern Thailand on the outskirts
of Chiang Mai. Here, we live with children
and young people in need from the
mountain villages and border areas of
Burma and Laos. The distress in many
mountain villages of North Thailand is still
large.
The locals in many villages are marked by
poverty, unemployment, disease and
hopelessness. Drug trafficking, drug
addiction and child trafficking are still sad
realities of these regions and the victims
are mainly children and adolescents.
For this reason, the Children’s Shelter
Foundation was founded in 2006 as a
place of refuge for children in need from
Chiang Mai and the mountain areas.
The Centre is situated in the town of
“Maburi Shelter Hall” and in the eastern
part of Chiang Mai on the outskirts of
Chiang Mai. Here, we live with children
and young people in need from the
mountain villages and border areas of
Burma and Laos.

CAR & VEHICLE
HIRE/RENTAL
THAILAND
CHIANGRAI
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Thailand

**LIGHT FOR KIDS FOUNDATION**
Mission of Light For Kids Foundation
Print Email

The Light for Kids Foundation focus to develop life skills of children according to Luke 2:52:-

"And Jesus grew in wisdom and stature, and in favor with God and man"

In wisdom: by providing education to the children
In stature: by nurturing the children in health and training them to develop their skills
In the favor with God: by teaching the children from the Bible
In the favor with people: by encouraging the children to live peacefully in the society

Besides children’s studying at school and playing in their free time, they will learn to live and help one another by doing their given chores—cooking, cleaning, doing laundry, washing dishes, taking care of vegetables—which are weekly rotated.
They will also learn to live moderately through different activities such as planting vegetables, feeding chicken, frogs, fish, ducks and pigs. In the long run, all children will receive the basic skills as cooking, doing laundry, washing dishes, cleaning, doing their given chores—cooking, cleaning, washing dishes, washing laundry, and working in the field.

With their skills and minimal skills, the children are able to take care of themselves with a hope to take care for their own families in the future.

By teaching the children to pray, the children develop the basic religious and moral values.

**COMPASSION THAILAND**
Planet Passion began operating in Thailand since 1970 through an organization named “Thailand Karen Baptist Convention” (TKBC) later in 1972, has established a “Compasion International Incorporated” listed under. Evangelical Fellowship of Thailand And are located in Silom. Bangkok until 1992, then moved to Chiang Mai and is registered as a Foundation Trust High on November 9, 2001.

The organization has been operating in 16 locations in the Mekong basin and have an annual budget of close to 30 million THB.

They have been providing shelter and basic education to children in need.

**DARUNATORN FOUNDATION**
NGO: Holistic child development.

**CHONBURI**
MOVERS & SHAKERS CHARITY
They were inspired by the monthly corporate GALA network functions of the popular Lighthouse Club (LHC).
The intention was to grow an ANNUAL corporate GALA network.

**SHELTER CENTER PATAYA**
All children have a right to a hopeful future. Shelter Center Pattaya gives orphans, waifs and strays, and neglected children this hopeful future. We can not do this alone and therefore we need your help.
All donations will be highly appreciated and you are welcome to visit us anytime.

**MERCY PATAYA**
MERCY PATAYA- BRINGING HOPE TO THOSE IN NEED THROUGH A SCHOLARSHIP PROGRAMME AND ASSISTING THE EXTREMPOOR FROM CHUMCHUN(SLUM) AREAS MERCY PATAYA:—

**FATHER RAY FOUNDATION**

FATHER RAY FOUNDATION

**BANGKOK**
CAMILLUS THAILAND

St. Camillus Foundation of Thailand is an organization that had been officially registered since January 9, 1973, license number 8/1973. As a public charity organization had been submitted to support all 10 locations.

**SANUK CSR**
Sanuk CSR build and run day care centers and is a non-profit organisation for children whose immigrant parents work in the construction camps in Pattaya and Bangkok. We educate and feed these children (mainly from Burma) and provide a safe haven away from accidents and traffickers. Provide English school teachers to Thai government schools.

**TRACY COSGROVE**

TRACY COSGROVE
90/42 16th FLOOR SATHONTHANI BUILDING, SATHORN SILOM ROAD, BANGKOK 10500 THAILAND
02 661 2619
melissacosgrove91@gmail.com

**DERAK FRANKLIN**

DERAK FRANKLIN
440 MOO.4 NONGPRUE, BANGALANGM, CHONBURI 20260 THAILAND
038716628
038716629
derak@fr-ray.org

**NIPON CHAOCHARERNPON**
122 MOO2, NONG HAN, SAN SAI, CHIANG MAI 50290 THAILAND
0899215651
nupon_ch@yahoo.com
www.lightforkids.org

**JUERGEN LUSUARDI**
149/368-369 M.9 SUHKUMVIT ROAD, NONGPRUE,BANGALANGM, CHONBURI 20150 THAILAND
038488795
info@takecarekids.org

**DERAK FRANKLIN**
440 MOO.4 NONGPRUE, BANGALANGM, CHONBURI 20260 THAILAND
038716628
038716629
derak@fr-ray.org

**MERCY PATAYA**
MERCY PATAYA- BRINGING HOPE TO THOSE IN NEED THROUGH A SCHOLARSHIP PROGRAMME AND ASSISTING THE EXTREMPOOR FROM CHUMCHUN(SLUM) AREAS

JONATHAN ALEXANDER VICKERS
255/601 MOO10, SOUTH PATAYA ROAD, NONGPRUE, BANGALANGM, CHONBURI 20150 THAILAND
0990522288
ihenihen.mecy@gmail.com

JACKY DE KORT
417/25 MOO.9, SOI ARUNOTHAI, PATTAYA- NAKHONTHAI ROAD, CHUMCHUN(SLUM) AREAS MERCY PATAYA- BRINGING HOPE TO THOSE IN NEED THROUGH A SCHOLARSHIP PROGRAMME AND ASSISTING THE EXTREMPOOR FROM CHUMCHUN(SLUM) AREAS

JUERGEN LUSUARDI
149/368-369 M.9 SUHKUMVIT ROAD, NONGPRUE,BANGALANGM, CHONBURI 20150 THAILAND
038488795
info@takecarekids.org

**SHELTER CENTER PATAYA**
All children have a right to a hopeful future. Shelter Center Pattaya gives orphans, waifs and strays, and neglected children this hopeful future. We can not do this alone and therefore we need your help.
All donations will be highly appreciated and you are welcome to visit us anytime.

**FATHER RAY FOUNDATION**
The Father Ray Foundation is pattaya’s largest charitable organization, caring for and educating 850 under privileged children and students with disabilities.

**PHAKHAWI SENGCHAROEN**
423 SUHKUMVIT 55 RD., NORTH KLONGTUNG, VADHANA, BANGKOK 10110 THAILAND
02 185 443
02 851 403
phakhawi@gmail.com
http://www.camillianthailand.org/
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THAI CHILD RIGHT

We are a Thai Bangkok-based NGO working primarily on preventing and confronting all forms of abuse, exploitation and neglect of children in Thailand. Closely aligned with the United Nations Convention on the Rights of the Child which states that all children and youths should be recognized as individuals with fundamental rights to life, physical integrity and freedom, our philosophy is that all children have the rights to be safe and happy.

CPCR runs comprehensive programs to serve victimized children in systematic process on child protection including monitoring, investigation, protection, treatment, integration and prevention through various projects by the four units of CPCR including: (1) Pre-school, prison ministry, hospital and special schools; (2) Special focus on Thai children. We are currently involved in the following projects: Special need children rehabilitation and development of children of cerebral palsy. By focusing on disabilities to be held on 17 July 2529. Rehabilitation center for children with cerebral palsy is considered as the cause of FHC. The hospital Lerdsin who gave shelter to us. As our first home. And if the staff of the center. The field of rehabilitation and development of children with cerebral palsy was not developed until today. Until the foundation for disabled children has set up a foundation for children with disabilities to be held on 17 July 2529. Rehabilitation center for children with cerebral palsy is considered as the cause of FHC. The hospital Lerdsin who gave shelter to us. As our first home. And if the staff of the center. The field of rehabilitation and development of children with cerebral palsy was not developed until today.

Later, when the operation seriously. This system works better. Sustainability in helping children with cerebral palsy. The rehabilitation center for disabled children has set up a foundation for children with disabilities to be held on 17 July 2529. Rehabilitation center for children with cerebral palsy is considered as the cause of FHC. The hospital Lerdsin who gave shelter to us. As our first home. And if the staff of the center. The field of rehabilitation and development of children with cerebral palsy was not developed until today. Until the foundation for disabled children has set up a foundation for children with disabilities to be held on 17 July 2529. Rehabilitation center for children with cerebral palsy is considered as the cause of FHC. The hospital Lerdsin who gave shelter to us. As our first home. And if the staff of the center. The field of rehabilitation and development of children with cerebral palsy was not developed until today.

CHILDREN WITH DISABILITIES

THAI CHILD RIGHT

This is why parents are more satisfied. But while throwing the burden on the staff. Staff work very hard because there are a lot of children. However, budget and location. Can not extend or increase the number of staff to meet the child who is in the center. And a problem that needs urgent revision.

PATTAYA SLUM MINISTRIES

Project L.I.F.E. Foundation is committed to giving the poor, the forgotten, the broken in Thai society the opportunity to provide the necessities of life for themselves and their families. These include food, clothing, shelter, education and gainful employment. Doctor proposition L.I.F.E. Foundation is committed to giving the poor, the broken in Thai society the opportunity to provide the necessities of life for themselves and their families. These include food, clothing, shelter, education and gainful employment.

PATTAYA

HAND TO HAND FOUNDATION

The Hand To Hand Foundation is a group of people from around the globe, all with different gifts, but all with the same passion: helping those who need it most, the exploited, neglected, and abused with special focus on Thai children. We are currently involved in the following projects: Pre-school, prison ministry, hospital ministry, slum ministry, online safety campaign, child education scholarships & the crossing. Come and volunteer! If you live locally and could spare a few hours every week, we always need help with the preschool and in the prisons. If you live locally we need second hand clothes, toys, beds, bedding and any household items. What we can’t use at the center we will give away to needy families. If you would like to become a financial sponsor you can contact us! Hand to Hand Charity helping the people of Thailand.

PATTAYA

PATTAYA

FUNDATION FOR CHILDREN WITH DISABILITIES

Foundation for children with disabilities. Doctor proposition vacuum vessel and the staff in the hospital Lerdsin. Has initiated “Restoration of children with cerebral palsy” in 2525, which is the first step towards the development of children with cerebral palsy Thailand. By focusing on the development of the rehabilitation of children with disabilities, both physical, mental, emotional and social subjects.

Although rehabilitation programs for children with cerebral palsy, was in charge of the hospital Lerdsin since 2525 to 2529, but in management and operations. As to form a semi-volunteer staff because of the rehabilitation center. Not in the system of the hospital. Rehabilitation center staff. Most of those interested And believe in the concept of social assistance and rehabilitation of physically disabled children. And mind simultaneously

With the power of the faith of the officers and directors of the center. The restoration of the center To do well, and the conscientious work of the staff. The children in the center. Has evolved

PATTAYA

PATTAYA

PATTAYA

PATTAYA

PATTAYA
Children Services

Oak Meadow International School

Every student at Oak Meadow is educated as a unique individual. Each student is guided, nurtured, and inspired in a way that enables the realization of his or her maximum potential—academically, culturally, and socially. Oak Meadow's commitment to our students is to provide a solid foundation upon which they can build successful, happy, and prosperous lives.

Children Services

Entertainment

Laundry Quick

Bliss International Co., Ltd

Clocks

Cleaning Services

Clothing

Diya Shop

Fancy Bkk Co., Ltd

Bangkok

Pattaya

Children Services

I-nano

Phuket

Chonburi

Chiang Mai

Thailand
BOY OPTIC
Second hand clothes for men and women, good quality with many styles available.
SALE

KUNAPOORN KANAKUPT
109/164 GUSTO TOWNHOME, PHAHOLYOTHIN 48, YEK 26, KWAENG ANUTSAOWAI, BANGKOK, BANGKOK 10220, THAILAND
0898939886
bbkboyaimstar33@gmail.com

SARABURI
SARIN FASHION DRESSING
DISTRIBUTE BRAND NAME CLOTHING, NEW COLLECTION OF FASHION CLOTHING AND CASUAL WEAR INCLUDING ACCESSORIES: NECKLACES, BRACELETS, RINGS, WATCHES, SCARVES, HEADBAND, ETC. FOR MEN AND WOMEN.

PHATHUMTHANEE
SK.KARMENT
BANGKOK NOI ISARAPHAP ROAD., 119/137 MU 1,, Bang Kha Yaeng,, THAILAND 0864349886

SPICE ENDY
Aladin pants, Shirt, Blanket etc.
WEERACHAI CHIWACHAT
662 SOI.WADDONGMOOLEK, BANGKOKNOI ISARAPHAP ROAD., 10700 BANGKOK 0228655393
w_rachi@hotmail.com

SUNNY FASHION
At Sunny Fashion, we are one of the leading bespoke Tailors in Thailand and have a very prestigious clientele. Having acquired an enviable reputation for high quality garments and exceptional service during our 15-year history, we offer premium and customised men's and ladies' clothing, all specially tailored to perfection by professional custom tailors.

VICKY COLLECTION
An elegant suit requires the touch, feel and precise measurements of an expert tailor. Mr. Vicky will personally visit you for measurement with his full range of fabric swatches and contemporary fashion style catalogs to ensure you and exclusive wardrobe, all at affordable price at the convenience to meet you either at your home.

ENRICHIR
Enrichir providing quality costume clothing design and tailoring. We specialize in Thai silk made to order.Contact us at Siam branch 02-6584763 or Nanawin branch 02-7335320. Enrichir want to give your a chance to make your wish come true in your fashion style. Let your imagination rise up with our unique and exquisite design or even according to your wish, we can design exactly the way you like them. Come visit us at our showroom located in the beautiful and exotic Jomtien Beach.

LUCKY FASHION
Lucky Fashion offers ladies and gentlemen's custom tailoring. We only use the best fabrics and backed by our top workmanship you will not be disappointed. We also design a range of handmade suits, dresses, tailoring to our clients' preferences.

CLOTHING MANUFACTURER
THAILAND
PHATHUMTHANEE
SK.KARMENT
SK.KARMENT manufacture polo shirt, t-shirt, shirtRED

BANGKOK

PHANTHUMANEE
SK.KARMENT
SK.KARMENT manufacture polo shirt, t-shirt

PATTAYA

COFFEE SHOP & BAKERY
Soft Drink, Tea, Coffee and Cake บริการเครื่องดื่ม ชา กาแฟ และเค้ก
0201701049
support@bbx.co.th

INDOGE
We have been established in the crafts and decor for over 20 years with products such as clothing, fashion jewelry, crafts and home decor, arts and crafts products from all over South East Asia such as Bali, Indonesia, Thailand and Vietnam. A huge range of products in offer with great prices possible for retail, wholesale even made to order items. Come visit us at our showroom located in the beautiful and exotic Jomtien Beach.

COFFEE SHOP & BAKERY
Soft Drink, Tea, Coffee and Cake บริการเครื่องดื่ม ชา กาแฟ และเค้ก
0201701049
support@bbx.co.th

COMPUTER SERVICES
LAMPHUN 51150

AMORNPHAN
119/137 MU 1, Bang Kha Yaeng,, Mueang Pathum Thani District,, PHATHUMTHANEE 12110 THAILAND
0970315204
mamalookpla@hotmail.com
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THAILAND
NONTABURI

PPP WORK
Teach about computer service. Enjoy studying Computer Academy received all the knowledge for successful work บริการส่วนบุคคลเข้ากับระบบคอมพิวเตอร์หรือส่วนบุคคลที่ยังไม่มีความชั่นเกี่ยว

PUNIDITA PHOLDEE
39 SOI PRACHANIVATE 3 SOI 7. THASAI, MUENG, NONTHABURI 11000 THAILAND
087 029 9994
patiphonn@hotmail.com

THAILAND
RAYONG

TITANIUM ESTATE CO., LTD.
Titanium Estates offers condominiums, houses, townhouses and land for sale.
Location: Rayong Province
Contact:
Amornchai Nongnuch
50/140 MOO 3, T. MABAYANGPORN, A. PLUKDAEKANG, RAYONG 21140 THAILAND
038891103
0945717555
sale_platinumcondo@yahoo.com
www.platinumplace.co.th

CONDOMINIUM RENTAL
THAILAND
RAYONG

VIEW TALAY 5 JOMTIEN BEACH
View Talay 5 Jomtien Beach is located less than a 5-minute walk from the beach. View Talay 5 Jomtien Beach offers a comfortable studio apartment with free WiFi and a balcony with partial sea views. View Talay 5 features an outdoor swimming pool and a restaurant. Free parking is available. Accommodation will provide you with air conditioning, a seating area and a flat-screen TV.

BANGKOK

BANGKOK HOUSE APARTMENT
Bangkok House Apartment – Accommodation in the city center offers 2 bedroom Apartment with kitchenette on the 3rd floor. The property is 3 km from Walking Street Pattaya and 2.7 km from Bali Hai Pier. Suvarnabhumi Airport is located 89 km away. Studio for rent on daily basis. View Talay 5 Jomtien Beach. One-bedroom Apartments feature air conditioning and a seating area.

PATTAYA

HIEMSFLAKK CO., LTD.
Condo's for rent in central Pattaya. Available on long term contacts. Monthly from 15,000 to 30,000 Trade Baht. We are ready to offer 2 bedroom condo for rent in Pattaya for long term stay. Free parking space. Terms and Conditions: 10,000 BBX/ci

BANGKOK

VICKY COLLECTION
Centrally located apartment in Jomtien. Fully furnished and equipped rooms for daily and monthly rental. Easy walk to the beach. Close to the mall and public transport. For further information please call: 02 107 1049 support@bbx.co.th

CONSTRUCTION MATERIALS
THAILAND
CHONBURI

NA PHA MAI KEM
Construction wood and bamboo wood supply.

BANGKOK

CHRISTOPHER DANIEL
Swimming Pool Maintenance

LAMPHON

PRAKET ISHOW
Construction Materials, ขายฉาบ อิฐประสาน น้ําพุ-น้ําล أخي, ซ่อมสระและทรายลายใหม่, บริษัทคิ้งพัฒนา

PATHUM THANI

CONSTRUCTION SERVICES
THAILAND
NONTABURI

P & D CO., LTD.
Building contractor บริษัทรับเหมาสร้าง

CONSTRUCTION SERVICES
THAILAND
PATHUM THANI

THAILAND
CHIANG MAI

CHELONG DESIGN & CONSTRUCTION
create & design house
THAILAND

AIR BEST SHOP
Supplement products, fruits and cosmetic products จำนำมาตรการซ่อมแซมสัญญา
จะไม่กระทบ ขณะได้ผลิตภัณฑ์เครื่องสำอางที่
เพื่อความสะดวกของผู้บริโภค.
THANIDA TOKANITCHAT
58/9 MOO5, THASALA, MUANG, CHIANG MAI 50000 THAILAND
thanidashop@gmail.com

PHALAWAN SHOP
Cosmetic products retail & wholesale จำนำมาตรการซ่อมแซมสัญญา
จำนำเครื่องสำอาง
จัดสวน

KANCHANARAT HEALTHY AND CARE
We supply cosmetics, skincare products, sunblock sprays, toothpastes, gluta and
collagen supplements.  เราขายเครื่องสำอาง

PRODUCT AGES SHOP
PRODUCT AGES SHOP - skin care

SIRIN SHOP
SUPPLEMENT PRODUCTS AND COSMETIC PRODUCTS จำนำมาตรการซ่อมแซมสัญญา

BANGKOK
TOTAL VITACARE CO., LTD
Natural soaps manufacturer, Natural Skincare, Whitening products บริการ โรค
เหงือก วิเคราะห์

FOODS & SUGAR

COSTUME CUTTING DESIGN
BANGKOK

DECORATIONS THAILAND
CHIANG MAI

ENRICHIR
Provide quality clothing design and tailoring.  We specialize in Thai silk made to order.
Contact us at Siam branch: 02-6584763 or Nawamin Branch: 02-7335320.
Enrichir もourselves in Thai silk made to order.

CURTAINS
THAILAND
CHIANG MAI

ZENTO DECOR
Zento Decor provide installation service on curtain, wallpaper including materials.
Installation location. Chiangmai. สนใจ

DANCE SCHOOL
THAILAND
CHONBURI

BOSS DANCE STUDIO
Boss Dance Studio have Course of dancing for learning.

EMBRACE STUDIO
Course of dance.

FANG FANG CO., LTD.
Quality Wall Paper of various designs available.

SAMUTPRAKARN
J & D INTERNATIONAL SERVICE CORPORATION LTD
We offer variety of home décor products including Bird House (Bird's Nest), insect
repellent net, Japanese silk and beaded chandelier, ornamental or decorative
tableware products made from leather etc.

PATTAYA

ENRICHIR
Enrichir providing quality clothing design and tailoring.  We specialize in Thai silk
made to order. Contact us at Siam branch: 02-6584763 or Nawamin Branch: 02-7335320.
Enrichir もourselves in Thai silk made to order.

ENRICHIR
提供质量的服装设计和定做。我们专门在泰国丝绸制作。请联系我们，暹粒
分店：02-6584763 或纳万民分店：02-7335320。Enrichir

CURTAINS
THAILAND
CHIANG MAI

ZENTO DECOR
Zento Decor provide installation service on curtain, wallpaper including materials for
installation. Location Chiangmai. สนใจ

DANCE SCHOOL
THAILAND
CHONBURI

BOSS DANCE STUDIO
Boss Dance Studio have Course of dancing for learning.

EMBRACE STUDIO
Course of dance.

FANG FANG CO., LTD.
Quality Wall Paper of various designs available.

SAMUTPRAKARN
J & D INTERNATIONAL SERVICE CORPORATION LTD
We offer variety of home décor products including Bird House (Bird's Nest), insect
repellent net, Japanese silk and beaded chandelier, ornamental or decorative
tableware products made from leather etc.

PATTAYA
ATV ONTOUR COM
ATV OnTour.com welcome you to enjoy the fun of riding ATV's. If you enjoy adventure and thrills let our experienced ATV guides take you on a journey to remember. Explore the many trails in the Chiang Mai area, join with other adventurers and friends to have a full day of fun in safety. We are open everyday from 09:00 – 17:00 ATV OnTour.com E-mail: info@atvontour.com ATV OnTour.com is one of the most popular spots in town. We offer some of the best entertainment in Pattaya as well as serving a full range of beverages in a cool and relaxed setting. Come and experience our hospitality now..... you won’t be disappointed. Open from 14:00 till late.  

CHAMPAGNE AGOGO
Champagne Agogo is located in the LK Metro Complex and is one of the most popular spots in town. We offer some of the best entertainment in Pattaya as well as serving a full range of beverages in a cool and relaxed setting. Come and experience our hospitality now..... you won’t be disappointed. Open from 14:00 till late.

BOOYA SAKDARONG
Balloons decoration, fancy balloons, magic show & Bozo show performance, Thai classical music show and electric light suite show. Including lecture and teaching how to create the fancy balloons.

Laser Display Technologies
For all your entertainment needs speak to our experienced professionals. We can supply mobile disco’s, sound & lighting hire, laser shows and multimedia productions, all that you need to make your event or product launch a success. 

Magic Entertainment
Extreme surprise and "How is that possible? How does he do that! These are some of the many reactions of the audience after a show from Master Magician Henk Romeijn. Whether at your table, on stage, at the bar or at your corporate event you will be delighted with his talent and perfectionism. Henk is not a normal magician, he is a wizard! A top  entertainer whose magical feats and illusions will amaze you. Now also introducing the phenomenon of serpentine shows and displays of fireworks, especially for company presentations & weddings. Magic & trickery performed at any venue & in any style you require. Also Magic Entertainment offers the best face painting in town as well as Clown services ideal for your next children event. 

SAHATSARIN GOVITASSAVA
75 Moo 11, T. Nongsrang, A. Wihandaeng, Saraburi 18150 THAILAND

THAI FASHION
SUNNY FASHION
At Sunny Fashion, we are one of the leading bespoke Tailors in Thailand and have a very prestigious clientele. Having acquired an enviable reputation for high quality garments and exceptional service during our 15-year history, we offer premium and customised men’s and ladies' clothing, all specially tailored to perfection by professional custom tailors. As a “New Generation of Family Tailoring,” we offer free advice to help you create the image you want to influence others in your business and social life. Sunny Fashion’s practical approach to tailoring gives you the finest work available at direct from our workshop prices, the high quality products with low price. 

At Sunny Fashion, we are one of the leading bespoke Tailors in Thailand and have a very prestigious clientele. Having acquired an enviable reputation for high quality garments and exceptional service during our 15-year history, we offer premium and customised men’s and ladies' clothing, all specially tailored to perfection by professional custom tailors. As a “New Generation of Family Tailoring,” we offer free advice to help you create the image you want to influence others in your business and social life. Sunny Fashion’s practical approach to tailoring gives you the finest work available at direct from our workshop prices, the high quality products with low price.
BANGKOK

PRECISION ACCESSORIES
Jukpuk.com selling the highest quality embroidery machines “BROther” and embroidery software “PE DESIGN” Our Brother machines and PE Design software can be the key to the success of your business. Visit our outlet at Big C Ladpraw to see a demonstration or download our product details at www.jukpuk.com.

DANNY TAILOR
Danny Tailor offers high quality garments and exceptional service. We offer premium and customized men's executive fashions, all specially handmade & tailored to perfection by professional fashion designers.

THAILAND

MALAWIAN MARKETING
Fertilizer supplements of all kinds of plants. The organic-rich foods increase head explosive substances.
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LAMPHUN 51150

CHIANG MAI

PALIDA HEALTHY
Sale agricultural fertilizers จำหน่ายกิจการเกษตร

KHUNYINGSHOP
Available services otop product quality more than 300 items. The selection and purchase online everyday. By collaborating otop shops throughout the country.

PALIDA HEALTHY
Sale agricultural fertilizers จำหน่ายกิจการเกษตร

KHUNYINGSHOP
Available services otop product quality more than 300 items. The selection and purchase online everyday. By collaborating otop shops throughout the country.

FERTILIZER
THAILAND
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FOOD & BEVERAGES
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Available services otop product quality more than 300 items. The selection and purchase online everyday. By collaborating otop shops throughout the country.

FOOD & BEVERAGES
กษัตริยาและเป็นสิริมงคลกับตัวคุณ โดยชื่อนามสกุลที่เหมาะสมกับคุณ เพื่อความเจริญฤกษ์แต่งงาน ขึ้นบ้านใหม่ รถยนต์และเรายังดูฤกษ์ วันที่ เวลาที่ถูกโฉลกกับคุณ ไม่ว่าจะเป็นโหราศาสตร์การดูดวงจากดวงดาวและจักรวาลก็ตาม แต่การสังเกตและคำนวณก็มีที่ถูกจุดจำเป็น ได้แก่ วันที่ และช่วงชีวิตที่คุณมี สำคัญคือการชมดูดวงจากดวงดาวและจักรวาล โดยเรายังให้บริการสินค้าที่มีคุณภาพและราคาที่เหมาะสมอยู่ในราคาที่เหมาะสม บางครั้งเรามักจะมีการ์ดที่มีคุณภาพและราคาที่เหมาะสมอยู่ในราคาที่เหมาะสม และเรายังมีสินค้าเจ้าที่น่าสนใจมาให้คุณ!!

บ้านที่จัดแสดงที่ 1 แยกถนนจอมเทียน

ATHAYA SIRIPORNPAKHKUN
44/109 MOO 12, SOI 1, JOMTIEN
BEACH ROAD, NONGPRUE,
CHONBURI 20150 THAILAND
08233333, 08233333
neweurostarhotel@gmail.com
www.eurostarhotel.com

LE PITHI THAI CUISINE AND SPA
Le Piti Traditional Thai Cuisine and Spa.
We offer a traditional food buffet on
Kamnajapisek Road. Come and join us for
a long lasting memorable Thai cuisine experience.

THAILAND

BANGKOK

FORTUNE TELLER

THAILAND

NONTABURI

ASTROLOGY STAR

THAILAND

CHIANG MAI

PUTAWAN NATURE DESIGN
Furniture make from the nelumbo such as lamp, furniture on wall etc.
พร้อมเจ้า, ของตกแต่งบ้านมี 3 เบอร์ คือ S, M, L
สำหรับการจัดนิทรรศการงานแสดงสินค้า, ซุ้มLOCAL PARTY.

CHIANG MAI

PUTAWAN NATURE DESIGN
Furniture make from the nelumbo such as lamp, furniture on wall etc.
พร้อมเจ้า, ของตกแต่งบ้านมี 3 เบอร์ คือ S, M, L
สำหรับการจัดนิทรรศการงานแสดงสินค้า, ซุ้มLOCAL PARTY.

CHIANG MAI

MAISAK FURNITURE
FURNITURE เพื่อเริ่มเร้งใหม่

CHIANG MAI

RAYONG

HOME MATE
Furniture and decorate home.

CHONBURI

THAI THONG PET HOME
FURTHERMORE WE ALSO DESIGN AND MADE-TO-ORDER WOODEN FURNITURE SUCH AS CHAIR, BED, DRESSING TABLE, HOME DECORATIONS. ACCORDING TO CUSTOMER REQUIREMENTS AND WE ALSO HAVE VARIETY OF PRODUCTS IN OUR FURNITURE FACTORY. รองรับการซื้อสั่งและจัดส่งสินค้าต่างๆ ที่เราได้จัดส่งให้ลูกค้าตามสั่งซื้อได้.

CHONBURI

KOSHI JAPAN
Second hand furniture from Japan.

BANGKOK

POORN ANGEL SHOP
Furniture, Home decoration Italian style made of the good material.

BANGKOK

SKY LIGHT
SUECHAROENKTI CO., LTD
OFFERING BIG CANVAS TENTS FOR SALE.

BANGKOK

BANDON BAMBOO
Furniture from Chiangmai such as table, wood furniture make from the nelumbo such as lamp, furniture on wall etc.

BANGKOK
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BEST AGRO
Agro-nanotech based on Nano-related applications and products which represent new source of key improvements for the agricultural sector. นวัตกรรมเทคโนโลยีการเกษตรนั้นเป็นที่น่าให้ความสนใจ สำหรับผู้บริโภคที่ต้องการผลิตภัณฑ์ที่มีคุณภาพสูง ที่จะทำให้การผลิตดัชนีที่ดีขึ้น
NIWATANAWAT
1 MOO 12., TAMBOL KAMPIA, AUMPOUR POECHEA, ROI ET 45230 THAILAND 083 140 5999 niwat0412@gmail.com Facebookforgatenano.com

GIFT PREMIUM
SURPRISE DELIVERLY
Surprise Delivery, see more information at http://www.surprisedelivery.com บริการให้ส่งของที่ต้องการได้ในเวลาที่รวดเร็ว
SIRICHAI WONGSANGSRN 132 members MOO 11, MOOBAANPEEVILLA, NAVAMIN ROAD, SAI NAVAMIN 163, KLONGKUM, BUNGKUN, 10230 BANGKOK 02 944 3595 02 509 7243 looknum20@yahoo.com www.surprisedelivery.com

GIFTWARE
THAILAND
CHIANG MAI
KANJANA GIFT SHOP
A lot product in my gift shop . มีสินค้าที่มีชื่อเสียงที่คุณสามารถเลือกซื้อได้ในแต่ละเดือน
KANJANA SRITITHONG POST OFFICE 5, AMPHORA MUANG, CHIANG MAI 50200 THAILAND kanjana160107@gmail.com

GLASSWARE
PATTAYA
TWISTER SHOT BAR SUPPLIER
Manufacturer and distributor of a wide range of cocktail bar supply such as plastic test tubes for shots, twisted shot glasses, trays and dispensers, cocktail stirrs, bar mats, condiment holders, bar centers, whiskey pourers, bar muddler, flair bottles and much more. ผู้ผลิตและผู้จัดจำหน่ายแก้วสำหรับสตั๊ดหล่อสีและแก้วที่มีสีสัน
ANDREW LEPPARD 54/65 MOO 2, SOI SAMCOUNTRY CLUB, BANGLAMUNG, 20260 PATTAYA sales@twistershots.com www.twistershots.com

GRAPHIC DESIGN
THAILAND
CHIANG MAI
SMOOTHER DESIGNS
Experience matters! We offer professional graphic design services at great rates. We specialize in flyers, business cards, posters, signs & much more. บริการออกแบบงานกราฟิกที่มีคุณภาพดีที่สุด
STEVE 00 0779 0624 steve@smootherdesigns.com www.smootherdesigns.com

LIFETIME GRAPHIC AND DESIGN CO.,LTD
Life Time offers magazine printing service, name card, flyers, roll up banners, art work & design, stickers etc for BBX members Life Time ให้บริการพิมพ์หนังสือ, นามบัตร, นิตยสาร, ป้ายติด, ป้ายติดรูป, อัพเดท, งานออกแบบจากมากับบริษัท BBX
PIKULIKAE SAMRAN 144/39 MOO.12, NONGRUP, BANGLAMUNG, CHONBURI 10150 THAILAND 038008019 lifetime.mag12@gmail.com

BIWIGI CO.,LTD
Biwigi - Business & Hospitality Solutions. Tablet Menu system for restaurants, bars and spas includes free website builder. Website design & development, graphic design, custom software development, IT audit, consulting and compliance. บริการเพื่อบริษัทและธุรกิจที่ต้องการให้บริการที่มีคุณภาพสูง
DEJDEJ.K 09 0779 0624 dejdej.k@gmail.com www.biwigicost.com

HANDMADE PRODUCT
BANGKOK
DD MODERN TOUR
Wooden carving from Northern of Thailand. แก้วจากไม้ที่มาจากภาคเหนือ
SOJDEJ KRUEKHANGPHLOO 430/150 NIRAN CONCO, BUILDING D. 6 FLOOR, SOI PEUNMEE 10260 BANGKOK 08 3559 0008 dejdej.k@gmail.com www.ddmoderntour.com

GUESTHOUSES
THAILAND
CHONBURI
BAY LEAVES GUESTHOUSE
FEEL LIKE HOME WHEN YOU STAY WITH US AT BAY LEAVES GUESTHOUSE ให้คุณรู้สึกว่าอยู่ที่บ้านที่สวยงาม
PIYANAN KACHASET 334/16-17 MOO12 SOI WELCOME, JOMTIEN, NONGRUP, CHONBURI 20260 THAILAND 02 107 1049 support@bbx.co.th

HAIR SALONS
THAILAND
GLAMMER WAY
Glammer hair salon for individual hairdesign . Please see more information at http://www.glammer.com/glammer_haircare. บริการศัลยกรรมผมที่มีคุณภาพสูง
VEERASAK YOOYEN 259/4 SOI LADPROAW 101, KWANG KLONG CHAO KHUN SING, WANGHONGLANG, 10310 BANGKOK 02 731 2180 weerasakyooyen@yahoo.com www.glammer.com

Lucky Hair
Design your hair every event and cut your hair. ออกแบบทรงผมของคุณเพื่องานต่างๆ
LUCKY HAIR 02 530 3840 สำนักงานใหญ่ในกรุงเทพมหานคร 02 731-2844 สำนักงานสาขาศรีนคร 02 530-3840 สำนักงานสาขา 02 931 9866 www.glammer.com/glammer_haircare e. บริการรักษาผมที่มีคุณภาพสูง
RICHARD B@GLAMMER.COM 02 931 9866 02 731 2844 สำนักงานใหญ่ในกรุงเทพมหานคร 02 731-2844 สำนักงานสาขาศรีนคร 02 530-3840 สำนักงานสาขา 02 931 9866 www.glammer.com/glammer_haircare e. บริการรักษาผมที่มีคุณภาพสูง

GLAMMER WAY
Glammer hair salon for individual hairdesign . Please see more information at http://www.glammer.com/glammer_haircare. บริการศัลยกรรมผมที่มีคุณภาพสูง
VEERASAK YOOYEN 259/4 SOI LADPROAW 101, KWANG KLONG CHAO KHUN SING, WANGHONGLANG, 10310 BANGKOK 02 731 2180 weerasakyooyen@yahoo.com www.glammer.com

THE MOVEMENT
PHYSIOTHERAPY CLINIC
At The Movement Physiotherapy Clinic we have got the solutions to your health problems. No matter how big or small your injury or condition is, our dedicated and friendly Therapists can help you live your life without pain. We specialize in treatments for sports injuries, back pain, arthritis conditions and general soreness. Visit us now for your free health evaluation. The Movement clinic ที่คลินิกการรักษาการบาดเจ็บของท่าน เราจะให้บริการที่ดีที่สุดเท่าที่จะทำได้ ไม่ว่าจะเป็นการรักษาที่เกี่ยวข้องกับการบาดเจ็บหรือการรักษาที่เกี่ยวกับสุขภาพทั่วไป นักกายภาพสภาพวิทยา ที่คลินิกการรักษาที่มีคุณภาพสูง
SONGWI EKKASETSK 143/8 THESPISAT ROAD, BANGLAMUNG, 20150 PATTAYA 03841079 themovementphysiologic@gmail.com http://themovementphysiologic.in.th

LAMPHUN 51150
J & D INTERNATIONAL SERVICE CORPORATION LTD
We offer variety of home décor products ie; Bird House (Bird’s Nest), insect repellent net, Japanese silk and beaded chandelier, ornamental or decorative tabletop products made from leather etc. เราขายสินค้าหลากหลายที่มีคุณค่าที่คุณจะได้รับ การเลือกสินค้าของที่มีคุณภาพสูง ผลิตด้วยมือ
THAYATHORN PORJIRASKUL 18/51 MOO 10, SOI SUKHUMVIT 107, SUKHUMVIT ROAD, SAMRONG-NUA, MUANG, SAMUTPRAKARN, SAMUTPRAKARN 10270 THAILAND 027592442 027592442 international429@hotmail.com

HEALTH CENTRES
PATTAYA
THE MOVEMENT
PHYSIOTHERAPY CLINIC
At The Movement Physiotherapy Clinic we have got the solutions to your health problems. No matter how big or small your injury or condition is, our dedicated and friendly Therapists can help you live your life without pain. We specialize in treatments for sports injuries, back pain, arthritis conditions and general soreness. Visit us now for your free health evaluation. The Movement clinic ที่คลินิกการรักษาการบาดเจ็บของท่าน เราจะให้บริการที่ดีที่สุดเท่าที่จะทำได้ ไม่ว่าจะเป็นการรักษาที่เกี่ยวข้องกับการบาดเจ็บหรือการรักษาที่เกี่ยวกับสุขภาพทั่วไป นักกายภาพสภาพวิทยา ที่คลินิกการรักษาที่มีคุณภาพสูง
SONGWI EKKASETSK 143/8 THESPISAT ROAD, BANGLAMUNG, 20150 PATTAYA 03841079 themovementphysiologic@gmail.com http://themovementphysiologic.in.th
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**AMERICAN CARE ASIA**

Medical centre. Hormone replacement for men and women

https://www.facebook.com/maxperformclinic

Chonburi @ MAXPERFORM CLINIC

https://www.facebook.com/maxperformclinic

**RUNGRAT SUKKASEM**

Herb tea lasso including herb 9 types with organic, 100% and no caffeine, benefit is weight loss and Detox. สามารถใช้ได้สำหรับผู้ที่มีน้ำหนักเกิน และผู้ที่ต้องการลดน้ำหนักได้

RUNGRAT SUKKASEM

168 SOI SATRI-WITTAYA 23, SATRI-WITTAYA A2 ROAD, LADPAOW, LADPAOW, BANGKOK 10230 THAILAND

rungrat_toonn@hotmail.com

**SBS ASIA GROUP**

WE ARE SUPPLY BEST PRODUCT FOR HEALTH-BEAUTY AND ENVIRONMENT

www.maxperformwellness.com

**THAILAND**

**SANGKLAPIN**

Health products, beauty product and energy save the earth.

www.maxperformwellness.com

**PUNYAWEE**

Udomprasertkhum

Supplement Products, Loss-weight Products, Collagen Powder, Herbal Drinking

Supplement Products, Loss-weight Products, Collagen Powder, Herbal Drinking

www.maxperformwellness.com

**BHUTHANAPUT233 PART. LTD.**

Supplement product for health มากมายสรรพคุณสุขภาพ

www.maxperformwellness.com

**TR COMPANY**

PRODUCTION AND DISTRIBUTION. HEALTH PRODUCTS SUCH AS FOOD SUPPLEMENTS.

www.maxperformwellness.com

**RAKTERSAMER**

Dietary supplement.

www.maxperformwellness.com

**SUFUNBURI**

IDIN SPA AND BEAUTY

Idin Beauty Spa, the best alternative in beauty & spa treatments. We are a leader in clinical skin care & spa innovations. Let our expert team of doctors and specialists advise you on the appropriate treatment for you. Using the highest quality products our dermatology clinic can transform and rejuvenate your skin…. With over 300 kinds of treatments to make you better! Don’t want to look your best, come and see us today!! Idin Beauty Spa ใจใส่บริการ สำนึกในใจเรื่องการบริการที่มีคุณภาพ เชื่อมโยงความสุข และมีทุนทรัพย์กว่า 30 ชิ้น ให้ท่านได้รับบริการที่ดีที่สุด
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**PEELING BEAUTY & HEALTH CENTER**

Peeling Beauty and Health Center. For skin and body treatments See more information at www.peelingsamunprai.com. Peeling is a hand massage that helps to remove dead skin cells and improve skin texture.
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ผลิตภัณฑ์สมุนไพรเครื่องสำอางและน้ำในแบรนด์ "Rom Ruen" มีการผลิต นาโน เทคโนโลยี เพื่อเพิ่มประสิทธิภาพในการดูดซึมสู่ระดับเซลล์ของร่างกาย.

ผลิตภัณฑ์เสริมเพื่อสุขภาพที่ดีที่สุดที่ส่งผลต่อสุขภาพของมนุษย์มากที่สุด ผลิตภัณฑ์ทั้งหมด ผ่านกระบวนการสกัดด้วยใบส้ม, สับปะรด, มะระขี้นก.

ผลิตภัณฑ์เสริมอาหาร แบรนด์พรีเมี่ยม ไฟเบอร์ดีท็อกซ์เลมอน, Stem cell extracted from Chlorella 鳄鱼皮, a single chromosome algae that is the most similar to human. Therefore it could be perfectly absorbed into the body, organs and cells and does not create antibody reactions. Researched by Switzerland laboratories and manufactured by laboratory in Taiwan.

มีการผลิต นาโน เทคโนโลยี เพื่อเพิ่มประสิทธิภาพในการดูดซึมสู่ระดับเซลล์ของร่างกาย.

ผลิตภัณฑ์เสริมอาหาร แบรนด์พรีเมี่ยม ไฟเบอร์ดีท็อกซ์เลมอน, Stem cell extracted from Chlorella 微生境, a single chromosome algae that is the most similar to human. Therefore it could be perfectly absorbed into the body, organs and cells and does not create antibody reactions. Researched by Switzerland laboratories and manufactured by laboratory in Taiwan.
TOTAL INTERPLUS
Sunshine great design of the bathroom mirror. Style Thai. Shop in Thailand.
CHAKPHONG
103 MOO9, BUAKKROK, SAMKAMPONG, CHIANG MAI 50130 THAILAND
totalinterplus99@gmail.com

HOME DESIGN
BANGKOK
SIAM-HABITAT CO., LTD.
Siam Habitat World Class Luxury living for Global ceiling design. One stop service. We work with tiling. Services to supply materials. Location Chiangmai. Contact SUTHEE JIVORASETKUL
164/8 MOO 3, BANGKHUNKONG, BANGKRUY, NONTHABURI, 11130 BANGKOK 02 489 4977 llttheil@hotmail.com www.siamhabitat.com

HOME DECOR
BANGKOK
FANG FANG CO., LTD.
Quality Wall Paper of various designs available. Option to the customers. Contact FENFANG YING 165 SOI WACHIRATHSATID 57, SUKHUMVIT 101/1, BANGJAK, PRAKANONG, 10260 BANGKOK 02 746 1115 02 361 4933 a_sogood@hotmail.com http://www.fangfангthailand.com/

HOME SERVICES
PATTAYA
PICOBELLO CLEANING SERVICE
Picobello Cleaning Service offers professional cleaning service. Want a professionals to clean your house, condo, restaurant or business building or office? Call us now.. Let our experienced professionals take care of all the hard work today. Picobello Cleaning Service provides comprehensive cleaning services to keep your home clean and organized. Contact RATTANAPORN RAKMUENWAI 404/109 MOO 12, NONGPRUE, BANGLAMUNG, 20280 PATTAYA 0818317616 038059608 picobello@live.com www.picobello-realestate.com

HOTELS
THAILAND
CHIANG MAI
SUANSAWAN RESORT
Chiang Mai is ideally located in the beautiful and tranquil Mae Rim Valley. This is a superb resort offering a full range of recreational activities and facilities including two swimming pools, spa treatment & massage, fitness center with sauna, and a lakeside relaxation sala with library surrounded by the finest relaxation environment and nature. The resort features the understated 62 rooms & villas in huge sub-tropical surroundings with more than 1,000 trees, an impressive lake, 3 fishponds and many garden areas. We offer our guests a sense of calmness with lovely views over the neighboring mountains, a perfect place to relax and rejuvenate or to explore the well-known Mae Rim Valley, enjoy a vacation in paradise. Our staff is always there to assist you. Contact KUNSUITEE 02 107 1049 support@bbx.co.th

CHIANG MAI
THAILAND
SAMUTPRAKRAN
SUTHEE JIVORASETKUL
Suthee Jivorasetkul. Supply: Audio player, DVD player etc. จำหน่ายเครื่องใช้ไฟฟ้า ราคา เครื่องเสียง เครื่องเล่นDVD เป็นต้น SUTHEE JIVORASETKUL 17/169 MOO 14, BANG PHIL YAI, BANG PHILI, SAMUTPRAKARN 10540 BANGKOK 02 750 2222 kunsutee12@gmail.com www.siamhabitat.com

CHIANG MAI
THAILAND
SAMUTPRAKAN
FANG FANG CO., LTD.
Quality Wall Paper of various designs available. Option to the customers. Contact FENFANG YING 165 SOI WACHIRATHSATID 57, SUKHUMVIT 101/1, BANGJAK, PRAKANONG, 10260 BANGKOK 02 746 1115 02 361 4933 a_sogood@hotmail.com http://www.fangfঝাঁndthailand.com/

CHIANG MAI
THAILAND
NONTABURI
SIWALAI THAI TRADITIONAL HOUSE
THAI TRADITIONAL HOUSE เบื้องใน ไทย EKARIN INGANURAKSUK 716 MU3, SAINOI, SAINOI, NONTHABURI 11200 THAILAND 095 885 7785 siripitcha.i@gmail.com www.banruenthai.com

THAILAND
SUTHEE JIVORASETKUL
Suthee Jivorasetkul. Supply: Audio player, DVD player etc. จำหน่ายเครื่องใช้ไฟฟ้า ราคา เครื่องเสียง เครื่องเล่นDVD เป็นต้น SUTHEE JIVORASETKUL 17/169 MOO 14, BANG PHIL YAI, BANG PHILI, SAMUTPRAKARN 10540 BANGKOK 02 750 2222 kunsutee12@gmail.com www.siamhabitat.com

THAILAND
BANGKOK
HOME DECOR
FANG FANG CO., LTD.
Quality Wall Paper of various designs available. Option to the customers. Contact FENFANG YING 165 SOI WACHIRATHSATID 57, SUKHUMVIT 101/1, BANGJAK, PRAKANONG, 10260 BANGKOK 02 746 1115 02 361 4933 a_sogood@hotmail.com http://www.fangfঝাঁndthailand.com/

THAILAND
BANGKOK
HOME DESIGN
SIAM-HABITAT CO., LTD.
Siam Habitat World Class Luxury living for Global ceiling design. One stop service. We work with tiling. Services to supply materials. Location Chiangmai. Contact SUTHEE JIVORASETKUL
164/8 MOO 3, BANGKHUNKONG, BANGKRUY, NONTHABURI, 11130 BANGKOK 02 489 4977 llttheil@hotmail.com www.siamhabitat.com

THAILAND
BANGKOK
HOME SERVICES
PICOBELLO CLEANING SERVICE
Picobello Cleaning Service offers professional cleaning service. Want a professionals to clean your house, condo, restaurant or business building or office? Call us now.. Let our experienced professionals take care of all the hard work today. Picobello Cleaning Service provides comprehensive cleaning services to keep your home clean and organized. Contact RATTANAPORN RAKMUENWAI 404/109 MOO 12, NONGPRUE, BANGLAMUNG, 20280 PATTAYA 0818317616 038059608 picobello@live.com www.picobello-realestate.com

THAILAND
BANGKOK
HOTELS
SUANSAWAN RESORT
Chiang Mai is ideally located in the beautiful and tranquil Mae Rim Valley. This is a superb resort offering a full range of recreational activities and facilities including two swimming pools, spa treatment & massage, fitness center with sauna, and a lakeside relaxation sala with library surrounded by the finest relaxation environment and nature. The resort features the understated 62 rooms & villas in huge sub-tropical surroundings with more than 1,000 trees, an impressive lake, 3 fishponds and many garden areas. We offer our guests a sense of calmness with lovely views over the neighboring mountains, a perfect place to relax and rejuvenate or to explore the well-known Mae Rim Valley, enjoy a vacation in paradise. Our staff is always there to assist you. Contact KUNSUITEE 02 107 1049 support@bbx.co.th
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TREE RETRO TASALA
Tree Retro Tasala Hotel, located in Tha Sala, Chiang Mai, is a popular choice for travelers. Only 10 km away, this 2.5-star hotel can be easily accessed from the airport. With its convenient location, the hotel offers easy access to the city's must-see destinations. The facilities and services provided by Tree Retro Tasala Hotel ensure a pleasant stay for guests. The hotel provides free Wi-Fi in all rooms, 24-hour front desk, Wi-Fi in public areas, car park, car hire to ensure our guests the greatest comfort. Tree Retro Tasala Hotel is home to 27 bedrooms. All are tastefully furnished and many even provide such comforts as internet access – wireless, internet access – wireless (complimentary), non smoking rooms, air conditioning, walk-up service. Besides, the hotel's host of recreational offerings ensure you have plenty to do during your stay. Whatever your purpose of visit, Tree Retro Tasala Hotel is an excellent choice for your stay in Chiang Mai.

BBX CUSTOMER SERVICE
22 WIANGPING SOI 1 WIANGPING ROAD, T. CHANG KLAN, A. MUANG, CHIANG MAI 50100
THAILAND
021071049
support@bbx.co.th

PHUKET

TREE RETRO WIANGPING
Tree Retro Wiangping offers quality accommodations near the sightseeing, restaurants, shopping district of Chiang Mai, Tree Retro Wiangping Hotel is a popular pick for both business and leisure travelers. The excitement of the city center is only 3.7 km away. With its convenient location, the hotel offers easy access to the city’s must-see destinations. Take advantage of a wealth of unrivalled services and amenities at this Chiang Mai hotel. Free Wi-Fi in all rooms, express check-in/check-out, Wi-Fi in public areas, car park, car hire are just a few of the facilities that set Tree Retro Wiangping Hotel apart from other hotels in the city. Hotel accommodations have been carefully selected to the highest degree of comfort and convenience. In some of the rooms, guests can find internet access – wireless (complimentary), air conditioning, telephone, television LCD/plasma screen, refrigerator. Besides, the hotel's host of recreational offerings ensures you have plenty to do during your stay. Tree Retro Wiangping Hotel is a smart choice for travelers to Chiang Mai, offering a relaxed and hassle-free stay. Only 10 km from the airport, this 2.5-star hotel can be easily accessed from the airport. With its convenient location, the hotel offers easy access to the city's must-see destinations. The facilities and services provided by Tree Retro Wiangping Hotel ensure a pleasant stay for guests. The hotel provides free Wi-Fi in all rooms, 24-hour front desk, Wi-Fi in public areas, car park, car hire to ensure our guests the greatest comfort. Tree Retro Wiangping Hotel is home to 54 bedrooms. All are tastefully furnished and many even provide such comforts as internet access – wireless, internet access – wireless (complimentary), non smoking rooms, air conditioning, walk-up service. Besides, the hotel's host of recreational offerings ensure you have plenty to do during your stay. Whatever your purpose of visit, Tree Retro Wiangping Hotel is an excellent choice for your stay in Chiang Mai.

BBX CUSTOMER SERVICE
68/1 SOI BANGLA, PATONG BEACH, KATHU, PHUKET 83150
THAILAND
021071049
support@bbx.co.th
www.absoluteresorts.com

ABSOLUTE NLAKALAY BOUTIQUE RESORT
Absolute Nakalay Boutique Resort is providing apartment style living, this Absolute property is well designed to provide maximum space. Midway between Kamala and Patong, guests of Absolute Nakalay Boutique Resort have easy access to both these beaches while being within walking distance to Nakalay Beach. Hire a boat for exploring the nearby islands and dive trips, or indulge in a range of water sports close to the beach. Guests can also head to the Beach Club and simply relax under the sun with some food and drinks. The staff at Absolute are readily available to recommend the best attractions depending on your preference, whether it be shopping or sightseeing. Providing an absolute home-away-from-home experience is the Absolute Nakalay Boutique Resort.

BBX CUSTOMER SERVICE
6/113 MOO 6, KAMALA, KATHU, PHUKET 83120 THAILAND
021071049
support@bbx.co.th
www.absoluteresorts.com

ABSOLUTE BANGLA SUITES
Absolute Bangla Suites offers luxurious apartment-styled living in a convenient location. From here, you are walking distance to the popular Patong Beach and the Jungceylon shopping mall. The island of Phuket offers a little for everyone from water sports to world class gold courses, spas, and - as with everywhere in Thailand - excellent shopping. Being on Bangla Road of course means easy access to the Patong area's nightlife from small bars to the best nightclubs. All rooms at the resort include a kitchenette as well as a flat screen TV and DVD player while the Jacuzzi or a quick dip in the rooftop pool is an excellent way to unwind. The Absolute Bangla Suites Hotel offers not only a sleek, contemporary design as well as a convenient location, complimentary Wi-Fi, and a variety of room configurations for your stay in Chiang Mai. The Absolute Bangla Suites Hotel offers a range of facilities to ensure a pleasant stay for guests.

BBX CUSTOMER SERVICE
89/3 MOO 4, T. TASALA, A. MUANG, CHIANG MAI 50000
THAILAND
021071049
support@bbx.co.th
www.absoluteresorts.com

PHUKET

Absolute Bangla Suites is an excellent choice for your stay in Chiang Mai. The hotel offers a range of facilities to ensure a pleasant stay for guests. The hotel offers free Wi-Fi in all rooms, 24-hour front desk, Wi-Fi in public areas, car park, car hire to ensure our guests the greatest comfort. Tree Retro Tasala Hotel is home to 54 bedrooms. All are tastefully furnished and many even provide such comforts as internet access – wireless, internet access – wireless (complimentary), non smoking rooms, air conditioning, walk-up service. Besides, the hotel's host of recreational offerings ensure you have plenty to do during your stay. Whatever your purpose of visit, Tree Retro Tasala Hotel is an excellent choice for your stay in Chiang Mai.

BBX CUSTOMER SERVICE
22 WIANGPING SOI 1 WIANGPING ROAD, T. CHANG KLAN, A. MUANG, CHIANG MAI 50100
THAILAND
021071049
support@bbx.co.th
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THAILAND
021071049
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THAILAND
021071049
support@bbx.co.th
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BBX CUSTOMER SERVICE
6/113 MOO 6, KAMALA, KATHU, PHUKET 83120 THAILAND
021071049
support@bbx.co.th
www.absoluteresorts.com

BBX CUSTOMER SERVICE
89/3 MOO 4, T. TASALA, A. MUANG, CHIANG MAI 50000
THAILAND
021071049
support@bbx.co.th
www.absoluteresorts.com

BBX CUSTOMER SERVICE
22 WIANGPING SOI 1 WIANGPING ROAD, T. CHANG KLAN, A. MUANG, CHIANG MAI 50100
THAILAND
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BBX CUSTOMER SERVICE
68/1 SOI BANGLA, PATONG BEACH, KATHU, PHUKET 83150
THAILAND
021071049
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BBX CUSTOMER SERVICE
6/113 MOO 6, KAMALA, KATHU, PHUKET 83120 THAILAND
021071049
support@bbx.co.th
www.absoluteresorts.com

BBX CUSTOMER SERVICE
89/3 MOO 4, T. TASALA, A. MUANG, CHIANG MAI 50000
THAILAND
021071049
support@bbx.co.th
www.absoluteresorts.com
Palm Grove Resort is a Luxury Boutique Resort in Na Jomtien ideally situated in the heart of the natural and cultural attractions on Thailand’s Eastern Seaboard. Nestled between two quaint fishing villages, Ban Am Pur and Bang Saray and only a few hundred meters from a pristine white sand beach the location and ambiance could hardly be better. The contemporary 1 bedroom suite with 2 bedroom town houses and 3 bedroom pool villas are luxurious, spacious and tastefully furnished, with a seamless blend of East and West, it is an ideal choice for family, couples & perfect for golfers. Enjoy the rich cultural and natural flavors of the Eastern Seaboard and with its easy access to Pattaya, Palm Grove truly is the number one choice for the discerning traveler. We look forward to welcoming you to your “Home Away From Home”.

BBX CUSTOMER SERVICE
245/96 MOO 3, SUKHUMVIT ROAD, NA JOMTIEN SOI 40, CHONBURI 20120 THAILAND
support@bbx.co.th
www.palmgroveresort.com

VIEW TALAY HOLIDAY RESORT

View Talay Villas & Resort is a unique resort located 400 meters from Jomtien Beach on 2nd Road opposite Soi 5 Jomtien Beach Road (which is 4 KM from Pattaya city). The resort is made up of Studio Units - 1 Bedroom Apartments - 2 Bedroom Apartments - One and two bed room Villas - satisfaction for the discerning traveler. Each villa has its own private swimming pool with a manicured tropical garden. Combining a traditional Thai-Bali theme with high Western standards each villa is tastefully decorated for your convenience. Which are set amongst 12 acres of lush but manicured tropical gardens with wide streets lined by majestic palm trees. Combine this with a huge communal pool and modern clubhouse and restaurant to create an oasis for the ultimate holiday. Wifi is available throughout the resort. Onsite facilities include Wi-Fi, coffee shop, fitness center, and an outdoor pool. For leisure, guests can partake in land and water activities. Try parasailing, go island hopping, take in a game of golf, and end your day with a relaxing Thai massage.

BBX CUSTOMER SERVICE
404/66 MOO 12 THAPPAYRAI ROAD, JOMTIEN BEACH, NONGPRUE, BANGLAMUNG, CHONBURI 20260 THAILAND
02 1071049
support@bbx.co.th
www.view-talay-villas.com

Suntosa Resort on Koh Larn Island, centrally located near Naban Pier beaches. Enjoy the island evening breeze from your well appointed room with full amenities. Just a step away from busy Pattaya with great beaches and restaurants. Suntosa Resort provides a most conducive spot for you to take a break from your busy days. From here, guests can enjoy easy access to all that the lively city has to offer. For sightseeing options and local attractions, one need not look far as the hotel enjoys close proximity to Tawaen Beach, Kho Lan. Suntosa Resort also offers many facilities to enrich your stay in Pattaya. Guests of the hotel can enjoy on-site features like free Wi-Fi in all rooms, Wi-Fi in public areas, room service, restaurant, laundry service. Hotel accommodations have been carefully appointed to the highest degree of comfort and convenience. In some of the rooms, guests can find internet access – free WiFi, non smoking rooms, air conditioning, desk, balcony/terrace. Besides, the hotel's host of recreational offerings ensures you have plenty to do during your stay. Suntosa Resort is an ideal place of stay for travelers seeking charm, comfort and convenience in Pattaya. Not available during weekends (Fri-Sun) and national holidays Suntosa Resort that provides the best location close to the beach and the lively city has to offer. For sightseeing options and local attractions, one need not look far as the hotel enjoys close proximity to Tawaen Beach, Koh Larn.

BBX CUSTOMER SERVICE
162 MOO 7 NAKLUA, BANGLAMUNG, KOH LARN PATTAYA, CHONBURI 20150 THAILAND
02 1071049
support@bbx.co.th
www.suntosaresort.com

BANGKOK

THAILAND

BBX CUSTOMER SERVICE
97 MUIEN NGUEN ROAD, TRI TRANG BEACH, PATONG, KATHU, PHUKET 83150 THAILAND
02 1071049
support@bbx.co.th
www.absolutesorts.com

PATTAYA UNIVERSAL LANGUAGE & COMPUTER SCHOOL

Y J hotel pattaya 1,500-1800 baht per night  Phòng to let วิลล่า 2 นิว วันสตรีในพัก ใน ตบตัน ยางชนิด ที่สั่งเสียเดือน 1500 บาท - 1800 บาท
SONGPAN NAWUTH
3/333 M. 6, THE 3RD ROAD, NORTH PATTAYA, PATTAYA, CHONBURI 20150 THAILAND
02 107 1049
support@bbx.co.th

CHONBURI

BBX CUSTOMER SERVICE
97 MUIEN NGUEN ROAD, TRI TRANG BEACH, PATONG, KATHU, PHUKET 83150 THAILAND
02 1071049
support@bbx.co.th

ABBREVIATIONS

SPA
SANDS RESORT & SPA
SUNTOSA RESORT
THAILAND
The Loft
Accommodation with a difference, The Loft Resort has spectacular rooms for rent in Khaoyai next to the Khaoyai National Park. For those who love tranquility & nature our houses offer a balance of innovative architecture and modern European styling compatible with the surrounding natural resources. The Loft Resort gives you the opportunity to experience a tranquil and peaceful stay in the heart of nature.

Location:
Khaoyai National Park,
Chaiyaphum Province
Thailand

The Loft
KHAOYAI, 10900 BANGKOK
(08 1909 0999)
thubthimsiam@hotmail.com
THE GREAT RESIDENCE
The Great Residence is happy to welcome you! With a location only 5 minutes away from Suvarnabhumi Airport. We are fully equipped with new furnishings and lots of facilities such as restaurant, Thai massage, Cable TV, Laundry, Wifi, luggage store and airport transfer 24 hrs.

PHUKET
อย่างดี คุณจะเพลิดเพลินไปกับที่พักที่เงียบสงบ ระยะสั้นหรือระยะยาว ในจังหวัดภูเก็ต ตั้งอยู่ในเดียว คูรักและครอบครัว เรวมถึงการเข้าพักรีสอร์ท มีที่พักที่เหมาะสำหรับผู้ที่เดินทางคน

KATHU
แอนด์ สปา ที่พัก สไตล์ไทย ในตัวเมืองภูเก็ต แต่ให้การดูแลอย่างเป็นส่วนตัว ที่พักที่เงียบสงบ เพียง 5 นาทีจากห้างสรรพสินค้าช็อปปิ้ง ระยะทางที่ดีสำหรับการพักผ่อน ขาดเขาสู่ทะเลที่สวยงามของภูเก็ต

KATA BLUE SEA RESORT
Kata Blue Sea Resort is a modern boutique hotel located in the centre of Kata Town, Kata Blue Resort guests enjoy peaceful area in the heart of Kata Town, Kata Blue Sea Resort guests enjoy peaceful area in the heart of Kata Town, Kata Blue Sea Resort guests enjoy peaceful

SECRET CLIFF RESORT
The Secret Cliff Resort & Restaurant - Phuket - We want to share with you and a secret we know you will want to share with all your friends. Its location is the perfect setting for a quiet, peaceful holiday only a 5-minute drive from the lively resort of Patong Beach, with the fabulous long powdery sand beach of Kata a similar distance for daytime lazing and swimming in the gentle waters of the Andaman Sea.}

PATONG

BAAN YUREE RESORT
Baan Yuree Phuket Resort & Spa is a Contemporary-Thai Style resort that is situated on a hill near the famous Patong Beach. The hotel is very well located being a few minutes from beaches and the center of Patong, yet quiet, peaceful & private. Situated on a hill, the Phuket resort has a scenic Andaman sea view and Patong town view. Moreover, the area is in a beautiful natural setting, at Baan Yuree Phuket Resort & Spa, all guests are treated as VIPs. บ้านยุเรีย ที่พักบนภูเขา วิวที่พักดียิ่งกว่า ในวัสดุที่เข้มงวดกับ

INFORMATION AND TECHNOLOGY
LAMPHUN 51150

PHUKET KATHU
KATA BLUE SEA RESORT
The Kata Blue Sea Resort is a modern boutique hotel located in the centre of Kata Town, on the south-west coast of Phuket, just a few minutes’ walk from the white sands and clear water of Kata Beach, Phuket, Blue Sea Resort offers ideal accommodation for single travellers, couples and families on short- or long-term stays in Phuket. Conveniently located in a quiet, well-kept residential area in the heart of Kata Town, Kata Blue Sea Resort guests enjoy peaceful accommodation close to Kata Beach, nearby shops and entertainment venues.

KARON

SECRET CLIFF RESORT
The Secret Cliff Resort & Restaurant - Phuket - We want to share with you and a secret we know you will want to share with all your friends. Its location is the perfect setting for a quiet, peaceful holiday only a 5-minute drive from the lively resort of Patong Beach, with the fabulous long powdery sand beach of Kata a similar distance for daytime lazing and swimming in the gentle waters of the Andaman Sea.

PATONG

BAAN YUREE RESORT
Baan Yuree Phuket Resort & Spa is a Contemporary-Thai Style resort that is situated on a hill near the famous Patong Beach. The hotel is very well located being a few minutes from beaches and the center of Patong, yet quiet, peaceful & private. Situated on a hill, the Phuket resort has a scenic Andaman sea view and Patong town view. Moreover, the area is in a beautiful natural setting, at Baan Yuree Phuket Resort & Spa, all guests are treated as VIPs. บ้านยุเรีย ที่พักบนภูเขา วิวที่พักดียิ่งกว่า ในวัสดุที่เข้มงวดกับ

LUXURY HOTEL
Luxur Hotel with its mixture between Egyptian and Thai Traditional Style, is all about relaxation where people can truly be themselves with 7 different styles of rooms to be offered. With all its assets that Bangkok has to offer. Come and stay with us at the Luxur Hotel Thailand, located at the heart of Northbauri.

PATTAYA

SECRET CLIFF RESORT
The Secret Cliff Resort & Restaurant - Phuket - We want to share with you and a secret we know you will want to share with all your friends. Its location is the perfect setting for a quiet, peaceful holiday only a 5-minute drive from the lively resort of Patong Beach, with the fabulous long powdery sand beach of Kata a similar distance for daytime lazing and swimming in the gentle waters of the Andaman Sea.

PATONG

BAAN YUREE RESORT
Baan Yuree Phuket Resort & Spa is a Contemporary-Thai Style resort that is situated on a hill near the famous Patong Beach. The hotel is very well located being a few minutes from beaches and the center of Patong, yet quiet, peaceful & private. Situated on a hill, the Phuket resort has a scenic Andaman sea view and Patong town view. Moreover, the area is in a beautiful natural setting, at Baan Yuree Phuket Resort & Spa, all guests are treated as VIPs. บ้านยุเรีย ที่พักบนภูเขา วิวที่พักดียิ่งกว่า ในวัสดุที่เข้มงวดกับ

LUXURY HOTEL
Luxur Hotel with its mixture between Egyptian and Thai Traditional Style, is all about relaxation where people can truly be themselves with 7 different styles of rooms to be offered. With all its assets that Bangkok has to offer. Come and stay with us at the Luxur Hotel Thailand, located at the heart of Northbauri.

PATTAYA

SECRET CLIFF RESORT
The Secret Cliff Resort & Restaurant - Phuket - We want to share with you and a secret we know you will want to share with all your friends. Its location is the perfect setting for a quiet, peaceful holiday only a 5-minute drive from the lively resort of Patong Beach, with the fabulous long powdery sand beach of Kata a similar distance for daytime lazing and swimming in the gentle waters of the Andaman Sea.

PATONG

BAAN YUREE RESORT
Baan Yuree Phuket Resort & Spa is a Contemporary-Thai Style resort that is situated on a hill near the famous Patong Beach. The hotel is very well located being a few minutes from beaches and the center of Patong, yet quiet, peaceful & private. Situated on a hill, the Phuket resort has a scenic Andaman sea view and Patong town view. Moreover, the area is in a beautiful natural setting, at Baan Yuree Phuket Resort & Spa, all guests are treated as VIPs. บ้านยุเรีย ที่พักบนภูเขา วิวที่พักดียิ่งกว่า ในวัสดุที่เข้มงวดกับ

INFORMATION AND TECHNOLOGY
LAMPHUN 51150

PHUKET KATHU
KATA BLUE SEA RESORT
The Kata Blue Sea Resort is a modern boutique hotel located in the centre of Kata Town, on the south-west coast of Phuket, just a few minutes’ walk from the white sands and clear water of Kata Beach, Phuket, Blue Sea Resort offers ideal accommodation for single travellers, couples and families on short- or long-term stays in Phuket. Conveniently located in a quiet, well-kept residential area in the heart of Kata Town, Kata Blue Sea Resort guests enjoy peaceful accommodation close to Kata Beach, nearby shops and entertainment venues.

KARON

SECRET CLIFF RESORT
The Secret Cliff Resort & Restaurant - Phuket - We want to share with you and a secret we know you will want to share with all your friends. Its location is the perfect setting for a quiet, peaceful holiday only a 5-minute drive from the lively resort of Patong Beach, with the fabulous long powdery sand beach of Kata a similar distance for daytime lazing and swimming in the gentle waters of the Andaman Sea.

PATONG

BAAN YUREE RESORT
Baan Yuree Phuket Resort & Spa is a Contemporary-Thai Style resort that is situated on a hill near the famous Patong Beach. The hotel is very well located being a few minutes from beaches and the center of Patong, yet quiet, peaceful & private. Situated on a hill, the Phuket resort has a scenic Andaman sea view and Patong town view. Moreover, the area is in a beautiful natural setting, at Baan Yuree Phuket Resort & Spa, all guests are treated as VIPs. บ้านยุเรีย ที่พักบนภูเขา วิวที่พักดียิ่งกว่า ในวัสดุที่เข้มงวดกับ
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THAILAND

THAILAND

LAUNDRY & DRY CLEANING SERVICE

THAILAND

BANGKOK

LAUNDRY QUICK

BANGKOK

Cleaning sofas, mats, curtains etc. of sofas, mattresses, and other items

THAILAND

LAUNDRY QUICK

THAILAND

PHUKET

LEARNING

PHUKET

OAK MEADOW, INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL

Every student at Oak Meadow is educated as a unique individual. Each student is guided, nurtured, and inspired in a way that enables the realization of his or her maximum potential—academically, culturally, and socially. Oak Meadow’s commitment to our students is to provide the highest quality education, that is affordable in today’s economy, to establish a solid foundation upon which they can build successful, happy, and prosperous lives.

OAK MEADOW

PATTAYA

N K DRIVING SCHOOL

Offering a full range of driving school services for cars and motorcycles, open from 09:00 to 19:00. Get your Thai licence with ease with our expert help. रुज़बि के लिये संपर्क में लायक, बस्को और ड्राइवर्स लाइसेंस 9:00-19:00, आपके लिए भोजन मुफ्त है।

PATTAYA
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IG. INTERNATIONAL LTD.
The Manufacture of Leather Goods as Purses, Handbags, Wallet & Belts according to customer requirements. Quality standards in all its forms, we have long experience of over 20 years. We are the leading manufacturers. We can assist you with conceptual design to a detailed fabrication level. What about service for your signs? We can take care of that as well, whether you have one or hundreds of locations. Consider us the one call for all your sign needs. (English) Phuket, Chonburi. We have a fully equipped facility in Pattaya. We can handle your entire project from design to installation. We manufacture all types of interior and exterior signage including, electric signs, electronic message signs, pylon signs, neon signs, channel letters, wall signs, banners, awnings and billboard structures etc. Not sure what you need? We can assist you with conceptual design to a detailed fabrication level. What about service for your signs? We can take care of that as well, whether you have one or hundreds of locations. Consider us the one call for all your sign needs. (English) Phuket, Chonburi. We have a fully equipped facility in Pattaya. We can handle your entire project from design to installation. We manufacture all types of interior and exterior signage including, electric signs, electronic message signs, pylon signs, neon signs, channel letters, wall signs, banners, awnings and billboard structures etc. Not sure what you need? We can assist you with conceptual design to a detailed fabrication level. We handle your entire project from design to installation. We manufacture all types of interior and exterior signage including, electric signs, electronic message signs, pylon signs, neon signs, channel letters, wall signs, banners, awnings and billboard structures etc. Not sure what you need? We can assist you with conceptual design to a detailed fabrication level.

LEGAL SERVICES

PHUKET

PHUKET VISA LAW OFFICE LTD., PART.
We are fully qualified Lawyers and Notaries Company Registration, Work Permit, Visa, Accounting, Auditing, Legal Advice. We can carry out legal advice to help with applications for work visa, business visa, labor contracts, trademark application, business plan, etc. To help with the legal aspects of running a business in Thailand. We also offer a range of services such as registration of companies, partnerships, joint ventures, etc. Services include registration of companies, partnerships, joint ventures, etc. We can also assist with incorporation of companies, partnerships, joint ventures, etc.

THAILAND

PHATHUMTHANI

Legal Advisor
Legal advisors (especially criminal and civil cases). We can assist you with the preparatory phase, such as obtaining legal advice, preparing court documents, etc. We can also assist with the preparation of court documents, such as obtaining legal advice, preparing court documents, etc.

LIGHTING

BANGKOK

IG. INTERNATIONAL LTD.
Purses, Wallet, Handbags & Belt. SODISI RIANRUNKROJ 612 JAREINRRAK 20 ROAD, KLONG TONSAI, KLONG SARN, BANGKOK 10600 THAILAND 024387673 iglather@gmail.com

CIVIC MEDIA CO., LTD.
Civic Media manufactures and distributes sign boards, led tubes, digital clocks, counter display units, variable message sign indoor or outdoor use with solar power, score boards, queuing systems & led video screens. We have a team of experienced professionals. We can supply mobile disco’s, sound & lighting hire, laser shows and multimedia productions, all that you need to make your event or product launch a success. For all your entertainment needs speak to our experienced professionals. We can supply mobile disco’s, sound & lighting hire, laser shows and multimedia productions, all that you need to make your event or product launch a success.
RAYONG

STARVOICE RADIO

STARVOICE RADIO - We are experts in offering a variety of promotional activities and placing radio commercials, radio advertising through all well known broadcasting radio stations such as MCOT, Granny, Sabadee Radio, Smart Bomb Radio and Youth Crazy. Creating commercial spots with HD system. As well offering “airtime” through PSI Satellite TV network wide to promoting all your products and services.

We are providing the full production and which will help you integrate your brand. STARVOICE RADIO ระบบกระจายเสียง ที่ใช้สำหรับการ-marketing ทั่วประเทศ ทำการกระจายข้อมูลไปทั่วทุกพื้นที่ โดยใช้ทางวิทยุประชาสัมพันธ์ ทำให้ผู้บริโภคสามารถรับรู้ข้อมูลที่ผ่านไปได้อย่างทันท่วงที ไม่ว่าจะเป็นการทางการสื่อสารทางวิทยุหรือทางสื่อสังคม

BOBBY CHIA

SGONGWIT EKKASETSAK

143/88 THEPPERASIT RD, BANGLAMUNG, 20150 PATTAYA

038440079

themovementphysicoclinic@gmail.com

http://themovementphysicoclinic.in/th/

BANGKOK

WATANNA

VILLA MEDICA

Villa Medica specialises in holistic stem cell treatment. Our medical staff and health care specialists are dedicated to help all patients achieve their optimal health through our naturopathy and holistic approach.

BOBBY CHIA

399 INTERCHANGE BUILDING, 26TH FLOOR, SUKHUMVIT ROAD, KLONGTOEY-NUE, WATANNA 10110 BANGKOK

+66 (0) 2611 2595

bobby@thebodhi.com

www.villamedica.com

PATTAYA

CHAROEN CABLE TV NETWORK CO., LTD.

Advertise your business on the best cable TV network in Bangkok. Expose your products to thousands of viewers via our cable TV network. รายละเอียดของค่ายทีวีเคเบิลที่ดีที่สุดในกรุงเทพฯ ของคุณจะมีให้คุณความสนใจมากมาย โดยการใช้ทางเคเบิลทีวีที่มีชื่อเสียงอย่าง WANNISA AURAREEVORAKUL

19/11 SUKHUMVIT SWEET BUILDING, 12TH FLOOR, SOI SUKHUMVIT 13, SUKHUMVIT ROAD, KLONGTOEY-NUE, WATANNA 10110 BANGKOK

022533399

026511386

purchaser@cabletv.co.th

www.cabletv.co.th

BANGKOK

HONGXIN WU

45.47 PETCHKASEM 31/4

BANGWA, PASICHAROEN, BANGKOK 10160 THAILAND

hongxin_wu@hotmail.com

PIPICHAI SANGMANE

ACCESSORIES FOR MOBILE SUCH AS SKINS, FILM SCREENS, HEADPHONE, SPEAKERS, CHARGERS AND SO ON.

BOY OPTIC

Phone accessories, Phone case etc., เงินสดหรือบัตรเครดิต, ที่อยู่ในประเทศไทย

HONGXIN WU

BOBBY CHIA

CHAROEN CABLE TV NETWORK CO., LTD.

PATTAYA

THAILAND

THAILAND

THAILAND

THAILAND

CHONBURI

BANGKOK

THAILAND

BANGKOK

BANGKOK

BANGKOK

THAILAND

THAILAND

THAILAND

THAILAND

THAILAND
PATTAYA MAIL PUBLISHING CO., LTD.
Bringing the world to Pattaya, Pattaya Mail Group covers all aspects of news reporting as well as providing affordable advertising. Keep up to date with news and information on Travel & Tourism, Business, Entertainment, Sports, Dining, Kids, Books, Music and including bold yet fair reporting on crime and the local government administration, governmental issues and much more. Pattaya Mail also realizes its role as a community minded newspaper and each week reserves space for community happenings, social events, local sports, and an adequate amount of features and informative pieces created by some of the area’s best writers. Pattaya Mail is also proud of having been able to expand its readership via the World Wide Web. www.pattayamail.com, www.pattayaball.com & www.chiangmail.com. Expansion has additionally occurred into the electronic media with the Pattaya Mail TV Show, broadcast Online on our YouTube Channel (https://www.youtube.com/user/pattayamail) and the PMTV Online website.

HIEMSFLAKK CO., LTD
Motorcycle for rent in Pattaya ให้เช่า
มอเตอร์ไซค์สำหรับนักท่องเที่ยว ทั้งนักท่องเที่ยวและ
คนรักการท่องเที่ยว ที่จะมาใช้บริการ我们的
บริการคือการให้เช่ามอเตอร์ไซค์ในพัทยา.

MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS
THAILAND
CHIANG MAI

PRODUCT AGES SHOP
PRODUCT AGES SHOP - musical instruments
PRODUCT AGES SHOP - เครื่องดนตรี

THAILAND
LAMPANG

NANNY
THAILAND
LAMPANG

OFFICE SOLUTIONS
THAILAND
CHONBURI

OFFICE SUPPLIES
THAILAND
CHIANG MAI

S INFORMATION
TECHNOLOGY CO., LTD.
We have services about rent the copy machine white-black amount 4,500 TB/month ,sell the copy machine and services copy document. เรายินดีบริการให้เช่าเครื่องถ่ายเอกสารแบบขาวดำ 4,500 เทป/เดือน ทั้งการขายเครื่องอย่างเป็นทางการ หรือการส่งมอบคืนให้ทางผู้เช่าตามข้อตกลง.

MTEK NOTEBOOK SERVICE SHOP
IT Excellence at Your Service, 25 years professional experience -Notebook Repair by Experts. Providing a full range of services / Home Visit -Maintenance Packages -Data Recover & Storage solutions -Chang to different Operation System & or PC -Smartphone/PC workflow-& data-integration -Internet (Email, Chat, Videophone, Facebook & Social Media, Research, Online Movie & More) -Security & Privacy, Online & Offline -Training (Office, Open-Source, Internet, Special for Senior Citizen)

PATTAYA DARTS
Advertise with us on Thailand's number one website www.pattayadarts.com You only pay ONCE! Send us your logo and we will do the rest, you will get 3 banners with direct links to your website or email address. One time fee with no additional cost.

LINE WAKELING
CENTRAL PATTAYA, 20150
PATTAYA
08 7584 746
patyadarts@gmail.com
www.pattayadarts.com

KINETIC BUSINESS SOLUTIONS CO., LTD.
Kinetic Business Solutions is a provider of quality and cost-effective offshoring for call center and business process outsourcing. As an experienced partner in Customer Support Outsourcing Solutions, we will guide you through all available options in order to serve your needs to the best possible potential. The Online Marketing Industry is one of the most dynamic and challenging industries in the global economy. Having an experienced partner to assist you in high level Customer Support is critical to stay one step ahead of your competition.

MICHAEL STROUSE
508/2 MOO 12,, NONGPRUE,, BANGLAMUNG,, 20260 PATTAYA
08 4391 3559
mike@kineticbusinesssolutions.com
www.kineticbusinesssolutions.com

PATTAYA
THAI PARTY HIRE

Party Hire จัดการให้คุณได้ทั้งหมด... จัดงานเลี้ยงของคุณอีกต่อไป โทรหาเรา Thai คุณไมต้องลำบากในการหาไอเดียสําหรับการแบบไหนเราจัดให้ พร้อมรับบริการอาหารและหลายๆอย่าง คุณอยากได้กิจกรรมหรือของเล่น บ๊อบอล, ชุดซูโมเด็ก, ตัวตลก, เพื่อนที่หน้าตามุม และอีกสนานอย่างมากมายอธิเช่น เครื่องเล่น, บ๊อบานลม, เรายอมอุปกรณ์และกิจกรรมต่างๆให้เด็กๆได้สนุก.

เรามีอุปกรณ์และกิจกรรมต่างๆให้เด็กๆได้สนุก.

THAI PARTY HIRE

BANGKOK

327/199 MOO 9, SOI BONGKOT,, SOI 2, SOUTH PATTAYA ROAD,,

www.thaipartyhire.com

0819066751

PET HOTEL

THAILAND

CHIANG MAI

THAI PEST CONTROL

PHUNNEE WISSAWATAWAN

23 RAMKHUMHEANG 16, HUA MAK, BANGKAPI, BANGKOK 10240

THAILAND

02 314 5772

02 718 7129

nanoherb@0894577772.com

www.nanoherb.com

PET SERVICES

THAILAND

CHIANG MAI

THAI SIM CARD

PHONE SIM CARD

SIM MONGKOL SERSTI

Phone SIM card 9.999 Full Trade

available on BBX

ซิมการ์ได้เลขดี ณ สิ่งแวดล้อม

Pet shop in bangkok.
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CHIANG MAI
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THAILAND
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PATTAYA THAILAND

THE MOVEMENT PHYSIOTHERAPY CLINIC
At The Movement Physiotherapy Clinic we have got the solutions to your health problems. No matter how big or small your injury or condition is, our dedicated and friendly therapists can help you live your life without pain. We specialize in treatments for sports injuries, back pain, arthritis conditions and general soreness. Visit us now for your free health evaluation. The Movement clinic ที่คลินิกการฟิสิโอทราพีเราได้เตรียมความพร้อมให้คุณทุกที่ที่คุณต้องการที่จะไป และวิธีการที่เคยคุณ จะส่งมอบให้คุณไปที่เกิดเหตุของการกระทํา- เฉพาะเพื่อนบ้านจ่ายในการดูแลของพวกเขาใน พวกเขาจะมีอิสระที่จะมารับการดูแลที่บ้าน因为他们可能會有
รับจากจุด A ไปยังจุด B, C, D และ E อีหลัง ขอให้เราดูประเทศไทยเป็นคนที่ช่วยให้คุณได้รับ วัตถุในการเคลื่อนไหวต้องการที่จะยังคงอยู่ใน เวลาที่คุณเคยได้ยินเกี่ยวกับที่มากเกินไป- มันเป็นเรื่องง่ายมากที่โลกถูกสร้างขึ้นมาด้วย
การความรักมันทำให้คุณไปให้พวกเขา- ในความ
แห่งนี้เรียกว่าทุกที่ที่คนอื่นเป็น (และให้ฉันบอกคุณเคยได้ยินเกี่ยวกับเรื่องนี้ใช่หรือไม่? สถานที่

PIZZA

THAILAND

Global-Warnings.com
Global Ray’s at The Academy - Our Pizzeria is located in Rayong, Ban Chang District. The stone oven baked pizza and the best kebab in town! Delivery service, take away meal or just have it at our place with swimming pool, HD TV and free internet. จุดเริ่มต้นของศัพท์ และ เกณฑ์ที่กำหนดไว้ในระเบียบ จัดสรรที่นั่น, Takeaway หรือให้บริการในสถานที่มี วิทยาการ, วิทยาการ HD และแบบรณรงค์ทั่วไป Global Warnings World Wide, Global, 10500 THAILAND 0890588584

ROMAN DEVLISHEV
Flyer printing, business card and stickers printing รับทำได้ ใบหน้าบัตร ที่ให้บริการ สําหรับทุกคน  ROMAN DEVLISHEV 53/26 MOO 9 SUKHUMWIT (EKMONKOL 3), NONCHIN, NONGPRUE, BANGLAMUNG CHONBURI, CHONBURI 20150 THAILAND 0917146548

S2 EMBROIDERY & PRINT CO., LTD
S2 Pattaya Embroidery & Print Co. Ltd provides quality embroidery and screen printing services. Let us customize your project, on any type of clothes and for any size of work. From embroidery patches with 3D layers to high quality screen printing we can make your project a reality. Our specialized staff can assist you at the design stage and pre-production also, come and see us today. S2 พื้นที่ให้บริการที่มีการพิมพ์พื้นที่ ให้บริการรับทำโดยการพิมพ์พื้นที่ เทคผู้ต้องการให้บริการ เพื่อให้คุณมีการพิมพ์พื้นที่ซึ่งจะมีคุณภาพ superior

THAILAND CHONBURI

SMART PRESS CO., LTD
Are you looking for a trustworthy online printing services company that can handle any and all your printing needs? Welcome to Smart Press Co., Ltd. We are your one-stop-shop for booklet printing, business cards, brochures, flyers, invitations, light box signs, neon signs & vinyl banners etc. Let our professionals assist you on and offline to achieve the best printed products for your business. ทีมงานของเรา ที่ไม่ไว้วางใจว่าคุณอาจมีการพิมพ์ที่เลือก
ที่ให้คำมั่นว่าจะทำงานอย่างเต็มที่เพื่อให้คุณสามารถมาเรียนรู้
การวางแผนการพิมพ์ของคุณ ที่มีบริการที่ไม่เคยมี
ที่ไม่เคยมี ให้เรา ได้ปฏิบัติงานได้ตามความต้องการของคุณ

THAILAND

PRINTING

LAMPHUN 51150

PHYSIOTHERAPIST

PATTAYA

SMOOTHER DESIGNS
Experience matters!! We offer professional graphic design services at great rates. We specialize in flyers, business cards, posters, signs & much more. เราบริการ
ออกแบบเว็บไซต์ หรือคุณได้รับ

PROPETY AGENTS

THAILAND
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THAILAND

CHIANG MAI

DANG PROPERTY
THE PROFESSIONAL TEAM FOR TRADING PROPERTY; LANDS AND HOUSE. ALSO THE MORTGAGEE FOR TRADING PROPERTY; LANDS AND THE PROFESSIONAL TEAM FOR ESTATE
ขายบ้าน คอนโด ทาวเฮาส์ และที่ดิน ที่ดิน ทั้งยังเป็นผู้รับจ่ายบ้านและที่ดินอีกด้วย

HOUSE. ALSO THE MORTGAGEE FOR TRADING PROPERTY; LANDS AND THE PROFESSIONAL TEAM FOR ESTATE

Titanium Estate offers condominiums, houses, townhouses and land for sale. Also the mortgagee for trading property; lands and the professional team for estate services.

PATTAYA PROPERTY FOR RENT AND SALE

Titanium Estate offers condominiums, houses, townhouses and land for sale.

PATTAYA

RAYONG

TITANIUM ESTATE CO., LTD

Titanium Estate offers condominiums, houses, townhouses and land for sale. Location: Rayong Province. Rayong Estate ขายบ้าน, คอนโด, ทาวเวอร์ และที่ดิน ที่ดังกล่าว

AMORNCHAI NONGNUCH
50/140 MOO 3, T. MABYANGPORN,
A. PLUAKDAENG, RAYONG 21140
THAILAND
038991103
0945717555
sale_platinumcondo@yahoo.com
www.platinumplace.co.th
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THAILAND

REAL ESTATE

TITANIUM ESTATE CO., LTD.
Titanium offers condominiums, houses, townhouses and land for sale. Location: Rayong Province Thailand. 
AROMNCHAI NONGNUCH 50/140 Moo 3, T. MABYANGPORN, A. PLUAKDAENG, RAYONG 21140 THAILAND. 038981103 0945717555 sale_platinumcondo@yahoo.com www.platinumplace.co.th

REAL ESTATE MAGAZINE

THAILAND

Real Estate Magazine Thailand (REM) is the first English language property magazine established in 2000 to report on all the best property developments throughout Thailand, especially in the Pattaya area on Thailand’s thriving Eastern seaboard. Considered by most industry insiders to be the bible of Real Estate in Pattaya, REM contains news, features, specially written columns and a wealth of advertising from the city’s leading real estate brokers and developers. If you are looking to buy a condominium or house in the Pattaya area, REM should be your first port of call. All the city’s leading property developers are featured in the magazine. And if the second-hand property market is of interest you will find hundreds of properties for sale and to rent in its pages. If you want to know what is happening in Pattaya’s property market REM is your only choice. Now offering a full range of online services. Real Estate Magazine Thailand (REM) is not afraid to question traditional ways of doing things. We feature pioneers of Pattaya’s property market, both young and old. This is a property magazine designed to help, rather than to promote online sales.

CHONBURI

CLIFTON PROPERTY

Estates

Property Condo sales Bang Saray Thailand. Contact us for more information. 
ROBERT MACDONALD 45/37 ROYAL VIEW VILLAGE. SOI CHAIYAPRUKE 2, CHONBURI 20150 THAILAND 0835960374 033037029 cliiftonpropertyestates@gmail.com

BRIAN HIPWOOD

Full choice of properties, with professional advice and support from people that know Pattaya and its property... Pattaya and Real Estate for Sale and Rent... Provide advice and support on all aspects of living in Pattaya Thailand in Pattaya. arrange for clients to visit Pattaya, and then offer...We can arrange to have clients... We can arrange for clients to visit Pattaya, and then offer... We can arrange to have clients...

BRAIN HIPWOOD 80/16 AREEYA VILLAGE, SIAM COUNTRY CLUB, NONTHABURI, BANGLAMUNG, CHONBURI 20150 THAILAND.
0940513760 tbatrading@blinternet.com

NONTABURI

MONSINEE PALUNG

Land and house real estate บ้านและที่ดินสิทธิ์
MONSINEE PALUNG 39/9 BOOMNGONGKOLCHAI MANSION SOI PRAKOAT ROJ THIWANON RD. THASAI, NONTABURI, NONTHABURI 11000 THAILAND. 0809858126 monsi5599@gmail.com

PATTAYA

GREEN LIFE AND LIVING

Shop houses and land for rent ร้านบ้านและที่ดินเช่า
Kanokthanan "Kedi" Sorikaew 143/60 Thepprasit Road, Nongprue, Banglamung, Chonburi, 20260
PATTAYA 00900327750833475381 kanokthanan@yahoo.com grreelifeandliving.com

PATHUM THANI

P & D CO., LTD.

Building contractor บริการจัดสรรที่
PRAKIRAT BOONSANG 47/65 MOO 5, TUMBOL LUMBOE, AUMPOUR BANGJUATONG, NONTHABURI 11110 THAILAND 0815999708 pdb1.2013@gmail.com pdb1.2013@gmail.com

THAILAND

CHIANG MAI
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TITANIUM ESTATE CO., LTD.
Titanium offers condominiums, houses, townhouses and land for sale. Location: Rayong Province Thailand. 
AROMNCHAI NONGNUCH 50/140 Moo 3, T. MABYANGPORN, A. PLUAKDAENG, RAYONG 21140 THAILAND. 038981103 0945717555 sale_platinumcondo@yahoo.com www.platinumplace.co.th
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SUANSAWAN RESORT CHIANG MAI

Suansawan Resort Chiang Mai is ideally located in the beautiful and tranquil Mae Rim Valley. This is a superb resort offering a full range of recreational activities and facilities including two swimming pools, spa treatment & massage, fitness center with sauna, and a lakeside relaxation sala with library surrounded by the finest relaxation environment and nature. The resort features the understated 62 rooms & villas in huge sub-tropical surroundings with more than 1,000 trees, an impressive lake, 3 fishing ponds and many garden areas. We offer our guests a sense of calmness with lovely views over the neighboring mountains, a perfect place to relax and rejuvenate or to explore the well-known Mae Rim Valley, enjoy a vacation in paradise. 

SUANSAWAN RESORT CHIANG MAI
DISTRICT, CHIANG MAI 50180
ROAD, NAM TOK MAE SA 1
02 107 1049

MAEHONGSON
BURALUMPAA RESORT

Bura Lumpai is a luxury resort in the alluring valley of Pai, Mae Hong Son Province, offering guests a rejuvenating experience infused with natural harmony and tranquility. Located just outside the town center of the peaceful banks of the gentle River Pai, Pai’s primary river, Bura Lumpai resort is a perfect gateway location to the myriad of activities in the region. Enjoy the tranquillity of Pai and at the same time have easy access to the popular Patong Beach and the Jungceylon shopping mall. The island of Phuket offers a little for everyone from water sports to world class gold courses, spas, and - as elsewhere in Thailand - excellent shopping. Being on Bangla Road of course means easy access to the Patong area’s nightlife from small bars to the best nightclubs. All rooms at the resort include a kitchenette as well as a flat screen TV and DVD player while the Jacuzzi or a quick dip in the rooftop pool is an excellent way to unwind. The Absolute Bangla Suites Hotel offers not only a sleek, contemporary design as well as a convenient location, spacious rooms, the service of a 5-star resort and the prices of a 4-star hotel. There is an excellent way to unwind. The Absolute Bangla Suites offers 54 rooms which are distributed among 21 guestrooms and 33 suites, all rooms are fitted with air-conditioning, flat screen TV and DVD player while the Jacuzzi or a quick dip in the rooftop pool is an excellent way to unwind. The Absolute Bangla Suites is an excellent way to unwind. The Absolute Bangla Suites is an excellent way to unwind.

MAEHONGSON

BURALUMPAA RESORT

Bura Lumpai is a luxury resort in the alluring valley of Pai, Mae Hong Son Province, offering guests a rejuvenating experience infused with natural harmony and tranquility. Located just outside the town center of the peaceful banks of the gentle River Pai, Pai’s primary river, Bura Lumpai resort is a perfect gateway location to the myriad of activities in the region. Enjoy the tranquillity of Pai and at the same time have easy access to the popular Patong Beach and the Jungceylon shopping mall. The island of Phuket offers a little for everyone from water sports to world class gold courses, spas, and - as elsewhere in Thailand - excellent shopping. Being on Bangla Road of course means easy access to the Patong area’s nightlife from small bars to the best nightclubs. All rooms at the resort include a kitchenette as well as a flat screen TV and DVD player while the Jacuzzi or a quick dip in the rooftop pool is an excellent way to unwind. The Absolute Bangla Suites Hotel offers not only a sleek, contemporary design as well as a convenient location, spacious rooms, the service of a 5-star resort and the prices of a 4-star hotel. There is an excellent way to unwind. The Absolute Bangla Suites offers 54 rooms which are distributed among 21 guestrooms and 33 suites, all rooms are fitted with air-conditioning, flat screen TV and DVD player while the Jacuzzi or a quick dip in the rooftop pool is an excellent way to unwind. The Absolute Bangla Suites is an excellent way to unwind. The Absolute Bangla Suites is an excellent way to unwind.

PHUKET

absolute bangla suites

Absolute Bangla Suites offers luxurious apartment-style living in a convenient location. From here, you are walking distance to the popular Patong Beach and the Jungceylon shopping mall. The island of Phuket offers a little for everyone from water sports to world class gold courses, spas, and - as elsewhere in Thailand - excellent shopping. Being on Bangla Road of course means easy access to the Patong area’s nightlife from small bars to the best nightclubs. All rooms at the resort include a kitchenette as well as a flat screen TV and DVD player while the Jacuzzi or a quick dip in the rooftop pool is an excellent way to unwind. The Absolute Bangla Suites Hotel offers not only a sleek, contemporary design as well as a convenient location, spacious rooms, the service of a 5-star resort and the prices of a 4-star hotel. There is an excellent way to unwind. The Absolute Bangla Suites offers 54 rooms which are distributed among 21 guestrooms and 33 suites, all rooms are fitted with air-conditioning, flat screen TV and DVD player while the Jacuzzi or a quick dip in the rooftop pool is an excellent way to unwind. The Absolute Bangla Suites is an excellent way to unwind. The Absolute Bangla Suites is an excellent way to unwind.

ABSOLUTE NAKALAY

Absolute Nakalay Boutique Resort is providing apartment style living, this Absolute property is well designed to provide maximum space. Midway between Kamala and Patong, guests of Absolute Nakalay Boutique Resort have easy access to both these beaches while being within walking distance to Nakalay Beach. Hire a boat for exploring the nearby islands and dive trips, or indulge in a range of water sports close to the beach. Guests can also head to the Beach Club and simply relax under the sun with some food and drinks. The staff at Absolute are readily available to recommend the best attractions depending on your preference, whether it be shopping or sightseeing. Providing an absolute home-away-from-home experience is the Absolute Nakalay Boutique Resort.

BOUTIQUE RESORT

The Absolute Nakalay Boutique Resort is an excellent way to unwind. The Absolute Nakalay Boutique Resort is an excellent way to unwind. The Absolute Nakalay Boutique Resort is an excellent way to unwind.
**Palm Grove Resort**
Palm Grove Resort is Luxury Boutique Resort in Na Jomtien ideally situated in the heart of the natural and cultural attractions on Thailand's Eastern Seaboard. Nestled between two quaint fishing villages, Ban Am Pur and Bang Saray and only a few hundred meters from a pristine white sand beach the location and ambiance could hardly be better. The contemporary 1 bedroom suite 2 bedroom town houses and 3 bedroom pool villas are luxurious, spacious and tastefully furnished, with a seamless blend of East and West, it is an ideal choice for family, couples & perfect for golfers. Enjoy the rich cultural and natural flavors of the Eastern Seaboard and with its easy access to Pattaya, Palm Grove truly is the number one choice for the discerning traveler. We look forward to welcoming you to your "Home Away From Home"

**View Talay Holiday Resort**
View Talay Villas & Resort is a unique resort located 400 meters from Jomtien Beach on 2nd Road opposite Soi 5 Jomtien Beach Road (which is 4 KM from Pattaya city). The resort is made up of Studio Units - 1 Bedroom Apartments - 2 Bedroom Apartments - One and two bed room Villas - satisfaction for the discerning traveler. Each villa has its own private swimming pool with a manicured tropical garden. Combining a traditional Thai-Bali theme with high Western standards each villa is tastefully decorated for your convenience. Which are set amongst 12 acres of lush but manicured tropical gardens with wide streets lined by majestic palm trees. Combine this with a huge communal pool and modern clubhouse and resort to create an oasis for the ultimate holiday. Wifi is available throughout the resort. Onsite facilities include Wi-Fi, coffee shop, fitness center, and an outdoor pool. For leisure, guests can partake in land and water activities. Try parasailing, go island hopping, take in a game of golf, and end your day with a relaxing Thai massage.

**Suntosa Resort**
Suntosa Resort on Koh Larn Island, centrally located near Naban Pier beaches. Enjoy the island evening breeze from your well appointed room with full amenities. Just a step away from busy Pattaya with great beaches and restaurants. Suntosa Resort provides a most conducive spot for you to take a break from your busy days. From here, guests can enjoy easy access to all that the lively city has to offer. For sightseeing options and local attractions, one need not look far as the hotel enjoys close proximity to Tawaen Beach, Koh Lan. Suntosa Resort also offers many facilities to enrich your stay in Pattaya. Guests of the hotel can enjoy on-site features like free Wi-Fi in all rooms, Wi-Fi in public areas, room service, laundry service. Hotel accommodations have been carefully appointed to the highest degree of comfort and convenience. In some of the rooms, guests can find internet access – free WiFi, non smoking rooms, air conditioning, desk, balcony/terrace.

Besides, the hotel's host of recreational offerings ensures you have plenty to do during your stay. Suntosa Resort is an ideal place of stay for travelers seeking charm, comfort and convenience in Pattaya. Not available during weekends (Fri-Sun) and national holidays. Suntosa Resort is the perfect choice for travelers that seek a quiet and relaxing stay. Located in the heart of the natural and cultural attractions, guest will find quiet and tranquil setting where they can enjoy the island lifestyle and take in the beauty of nature. The resort is centrally located near Naban Pier beaches. Enjoy the island evening breeze from your well appointed room with full amenities. Just a step away from busy Pattaya with great beaches and restaurants. Suntosa Resort provides a most conducive spot for you to take a break from your busy days. From here, guests can enjoy easy access to all that the lively city has to offer. For sightseeing options and local attractions, one need not look far as the hotel enjoys close proximity to Tawaen Beach, Koh Lan. Suntosa Resort also offers many facilities to enrich your stay in Pattaya. Guests of the hotel can enjoy on-site features like free Wi-Fi in all rooms, Wi-Fi in public areas, room service, laundry service. Hotel accommodations have been carefully appointed to the highest degree of comfort and convenience. In some of the rooms, guests can find internet access – free WiFi, non smoking rooms, air conditioning, desk, balcony/terrace.

**BBX CUSTOMER SERVICE**
424/66 MOO 3, SUKHUMVIT ROAD, NA JOMTIEN SOI 40, CHONBURI 20250 THAILAND
www.palmgroveresort.com

**BBX CUSTOMER SERVICE**
404/66 MOO 12 THAPPRAYA ROAD, JOMTIEN BEACH, NONGPRUE, BANGLAMUNG, CHONBURI 20260 THAILAND
021071049
support@bbx.co.th
www.view-talay-villas.com

**BBX CUSTOMER SERVICE**
162 MOO 7 NAKLUA, BANGLAMUNG, KOH LARN PATTAYA, CHONBURI 20150 THAILAND
021071049
support@bbx.co.th
www.suntosaresort.com

**BBX CUSTOMER SERVICE**
97 MUIEN NGUEN ROAD, TRI TRANG BEACH, PATONG, KATHU, PHUKET 83150 THAILAND
021071049
support@bbx.co.th
www.absoluteshores.com
At Nata Chiang Mai Chic View decorated in a Moroccan style in harmony with the local nature. The resort lodges a unique adventurous experience among the natural beauty of Northern Thailand. Our rooms are surrounded by tropical forests, flower gardens & orchards with waterfall views and boast Wi-Fi, sauna and swimming pool. Set in the beautiful mountain Mae Rim district it is ideal for those who love hiking and adventure in a truly unique setting. And the resort is surrounded by 10 chalets, all with a unique view of the mountains & the streams. All the rooms are equipped with mini bars, free Wi-Fi, daily housekeeping services, television, air-conditioning, and all the comforts you can expect in a hotel of this standard. Wifi, English, Thai, Chinese, and Japanese are spoken by our friendly staff.

Tim Lam Resort offers 2 Nights Package at 7,000 Trade Baht including breakfast (maximum 4 persons) plus snorkeling and motorboat at disposal. The newly opened resort is located on Koh Larn, Pattaya, just 400 meters from the pier. You can enjoy the beautiful surroundings of the beach in front of the pier or if you prefer to go to Ta Waen Beach, we provide beach beds free of charge. All guest rooms are beautifully furnished with all the necessary amenities. It is the perfect place for people who like to get away from the city stress and looking for 100% relaxation.

Kata Blue Sea Resort is a modern boutique hotel located in the centre of Kata Town, on the south-west coast of Phuket, just a few minutes’ walk from the white sands and clear water of Kata Beach. Kata, Blue Sea Resort offers ideal accommodation for single travellers, couples and families on short- or long-term stays in Phuket. Conveniently located in a quiet, well-kept residential area in the heart of Kata Town, Kata Blue Sea Resort guests enjoy peaceful accommodation close to Kata Beach, shopping streets and entertainment venues.

At Nata Chiang Mai Chic View decorated in a Moroccan style in harmony with the local nature. The resort lodges a unique adventurous experience among the natural beauty of Northern Thailand. Our rooms are surrounded by tropical forests, flower gardens & orchards with waterfall views and boast Wi-Fi, sauna and swimming pool. Set in the beautiful mountain Mae Rim district it is ideal for those who love hiking and adventure in a truly unique setting.

And the resort is surrounded by 10 chalets, all with a unique view of the mountains & the streams. All the rooms are equipped with mini bars, free Wi-Fi, daily housekeeping services, television, air-conditioning, and all the comforts you can expect in a hotel of this standard. Wifi, English, Thai, Chinese, and Japanese are spoken by our friendly staff.

Kata Blue Sea Resort is a modern boutique hotel located in the centre of Kata Town, on the south-west coast of Phuket, just a few minutes’ walk from the white sands and clear water of Kata Beach. Kata, Blue Sea Resort offers ideal accommodation for single travellers, couples and families on short- or long-term stays in Phuket.

Kata Blue Sea Resort is a modern boutique hotel located in the centre of Kata Town, on the south-west coast of Phuket, just a few minutes’ walk from the white sands and clear water of Kata Beach. Kata, Blue Sea Resort offers ideal accommodation for single travellers, couples and families on short- or long-term stays in Phuket. Conveniently located in a quiet, well-kept residential area in the heart of Kata Town, Kata Blue Sea Resort guests enjoy peaceful accommodation close to Kata Beach, shopping streets and entertainment venues.

Kata Blue Sea Resort is a modern boutique hotel located in the centre of Kata Town, on the south-west coast of Phuket, just a few minutes’ walk from the white sands and clear water of Kata Beach. Kata, Blue Sea Resort offers ideal accommodation for single travellers, couples and families on short- or long-term stays in Phuket. Conveniely located in a quiet, well-kept residential area in the heart of Kata Town, Kata Blue Sea Resort guests enjoy peaceful accommodation close to Kata Beach, shopping streets and entertainment venues.
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Every student at Oak Meadow is educated as a unique individual. Each student is guided, nurtured, and inspired in a way that enables the realization of his or her maximum potential—academically, culturally, and socially.

Oak Meadow's commitment to our students is to provide the highest quality education, that is affordable in today's economy, to establish a solid foundation upon which they can build successful, happy, and prosperous lives.
THAILAND

CHIANG MAI

ART&HOME
Cement foam logos and signs for advertisement or business. Our team is made of skilled artisans to ensure the highest quality of your sign or logo.

SOMBAT ANANTAKUN
159/134 C2 BUILDING, SR CONDO, SR CONDO, MOO9, SANNAMME, SANSAI, CHIANG MAI 50120 THAILAND
loovemo2012@msn.com

BANGKOK

CIVIC MEDIA CO., LTD
Civic Media manufactures and distributes computerized sign boards, led tubes, digital clocks, counter display units, variable message sign-in-outdoor with solar power, score boards, queuing systems & led video screens. We specialize in LED Display, LED Lighting and digital signage.

CHIANGMAI KONTHANSAUL
2/24-25 SOI CHAROENKRUNG 78, CHAROENKRUNG 7 ROAD, BANGKOKHOLAM, 10120 BANGKOK
02 688 0860
02 688 0862
ledman@civicmedia.com
www.civicmedia.com

SKIN CARE

LAMPHUN 51150

PRAEWJEED HEALTH & SLIM
Want to feel and look your best? Let Preawjeed Health & Slimming Centre transform and improve your health. We specialize in treatments for slimming, facial & body treatments, hair waxing & detox programs. Come and see us today!!

NONGKHORN SOENEN
22/158 MOO 3, SARAPHI, 50140 LAMPHUN 51150
0897553165
035021189
Naturacharm@gmail.com
www.naturacharm.com

PEAK BEAUTY
Academy of beauty, we have gold mask. สำนักงานความงาม มัณฑลแห่งทอง.

CHONLAPIN CLINIC
Beauty Clinic in Chiang Mai. Anti-aging & skin treatments. ศูนย์ความงาม ชิ้งเวย

CHIANG MAI

URAWEE
brightening Face Cream.

URAWEE KATASAME
147/226 MOO2, T.HANGDONG, A.HANGDONG, CHIANG MAI 50230 THAILAND
auraweet@hotmail.com

JSL TRADING
Sunny Beauty Mineral Spray Sunny Beauty แอมป์ส quán

CHONLAPIN CLINIC
Beauty Clinic in Chiang Mai. Anti-aging & skin treatments. ศูนย์ความงาม ชิ้งเวย

CHIANG MAI

PRODUCT AGES SHOP
PRODUCT AGES SHOP - skin care

PHAWINIE KHAMFOO
214/220 Soi Mu Ban Kunlaphan Ville 3., MAE HIA., Amphoe Muang Chiang Mai, THAILAND
pawins@hotmail.com

KANCHANARAT HEALTHY AND CARE
We supply cosmetics, skincare products, collagen supplements that we will advise you on the appropriate treatment that suits your requirements. ผลิตภัณฑ์สุขภาพและสารพัดอย่างครบวงจร ที่มีการดูแลการรักษาผิวที่ผ่านการดูแลจากทีมแพทย์พิเศษ.

KANCHANARAT THATICHAN
83 MOO3, SAN PHIRAN, THAILAND
pumpuy@ hotspotmailonline.com

S CLINIC
AESTHETIC CLINIC and body shape.

ADEN

SIRAIKORN NASUNEE
82 PRACHUTTHI,, SAMAENNOOK,, HUYKANG, 10310 BANGKOK
089 080 1003
02 632 1288
supacha.pang@gmail.com
www.sklcins.com

PEELING BEAUTY & HEALTH CENTER
Peeling Beauty and Health Center. For skin and body treatments See more information at www.peelingsamunprai.com

PUNTAGON MALLEE
234/16 VUALAI ROAD, HAIYA., MUANG., 50100 LAMPHUN 51150
053257350
053257350
pjfastslim@hotmail.com
www.pjfastslim.com

THAILAND

SOMPAWIT, THAILAND
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OASIS SPA CHIANG MAI
"Not Just a Spa “Experience", But Beyond"

Treatments created by combining the best of ancient Thai traditional medicine and herbal secrets with advanced discoveries in beauty and wellness spas designed with a distinctive Thai atmosphere where you can enjoy superior service without unnecessary formality in the privacy of your own garden treatment villa. Relax, recharge, and find healing therapies at Oasis Spa destination in Bangkok, Chiang Mai, Phuket, and Pattaya. Whether you choose a spa package or our amazing "Four Hand Massage," our highly trained therapists will pamper you while coaxing your body into a state of serene tranquility, enhanced beauty, and vigorous health. "Thailand’s best kept secret!"

Laser Display Technologies

For all your entertainment needs speak to our experienced professionals. We can supply mobile disco’s, sound & lighting hire, laser shows and multimedia productions, all that you need to make your event or product launch a success.

- Notebook Repair by Experience Engineer
- On Site Services / Home Visit
- Maintenance Packages
- Data Recover & Storage solutions
- Chang to different Operation System &/or PC
- Smartphone/PC workflow-& data-integration
- Internet (Email, Chat, Videoconference, Facebook & Social Media, Research, Online Movie & More)
- Security & Privacy, Online & Offline
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OASIS SPA BAAN SAEN DOI
“Not Just a Spa “Experience”, But Beyond”
Treatments created by combining the best of ancient Thai traditional medicine and herbal secrets with advanced discoveries in beauty and wellness spas designed with a distinctive Thai atmosphere where you can enjoy superior service without unnecessary formality in the privacy of your own garden treatment villa. Relax, recharge, and find healing therapies at Oasis Spa destination in Bangkok, Chiang Mai, Phuket, and Pattaya. Whether you choose a spa package or our amazing “Four Hand Massage,” our highly trained therapists will pamper you while coaxing your body into a state of serene tranquility, enhanced beauty, and vigorous health.

BANGKOK
ADEN
Beauty Spa & massage, Facial treatment, body treatment, mani pedi, massage, spa, spa thai, Treatment, Thailand beauty, thai massage, spa treatments, beauty treatments, spa bangkok, spa chonburi, thaimassage bangkok, thaimassage chonburi, spa bangkok, spa chonburi.

OASIS SPA BANGKOK AT SUKHUMVIT 31
“Not Just a Spa “Experience”, But Beyond”
Treatments created by combining the best of ancient Thai traditional medicine and herbal secrets with advanced discoveries in beauty and wellness spas designed with a distinctive Thai atmosphere where you can enjoy superior service without unnecessary formality in the privacy of your own garden treatment villa. Relax, recharge, and find healing therapies at Oasis Spa destination in Bangkok, Chiang Mai, Phuket, and Pattaya. Whether you choose a spa package or our amazing “Four Hand Massage,” our highly trained therapists will pamper you while coaxing your body into a state of serene tranquility, enhanced beauty, and vigorous health.

CHONBURI
OASIS SPA BANGKOK AT SUKHUMVIT 51
“Not Just a Spa “Experience”, But Beyond”
Treatments created by combining the best of ancient Thai traditional medicine and herbal secrets with advanced discoveries in beauty and wellness spas designed with a distinctive Thai atmosphere where you can enjoy superior service without unnecessary formality in the privacy of your own garden treatment villa. Relax, recharge, and find healing therapies at Oasis Spa destination in Bangkok, Chiang Mai, Phuket, and Pattaya. Whether you choose a spa package or our amazing “Four Hand Massage,” our highly trained therapists will pamper you while coaxing your body into a state of serene tranquility, enhanced beauty, and vigorous health.

PHUKET
OASIS SPA BANGKOK AT SUKHUMVIT 51
“Not Just a Spa “Experience”, But Beyond”
Treatments created by combining the best of ancient Thai traditional medicine and herbal secrets with advanced discoveries in beauty and wellness spas designed with a distinctive Thai atmosphere where you can enjoy superior service without unnecessary formality in the privacy of your own garden treatment villa. Relax, recharge, and find healing therapies at Oasis Spa destination in Bangkok, Chiang Mai, Phuket, and Pattaya. Whether you choose a spa package or our amazing “Four Hand Massage,” our highly trained therapists will pamper you while coaxing your body into a state of serene tranquility, enhanced beauty, and vigorous health.

THAILAND
OASIS SKY BREEZE SPA
“Not Just a Spa “Experience”, But Beyond”
Treatments created by combining the best of ancient Thai traditional medicine and herbal secrets with advanced discoveries in beauty and wellness spas designed with a distinctive Thai atmosphere where you can enjoy superior service without unnecessary formality in the privacy of your own garden treatment villa. Relax, recharge, and find healing therapies at Oasis Spa destination in Bangkok, Chiang Mai, Phuket, and Pattaya. Whether you choose a spa package or our amazing “Four Hand Massage,” our highly trained therapists will pamper you while coaxing your body into a state of serene tranquility, enhanced beauty, and vigorous health. “Spa means well-being, relaxation, feel at ease...”

OASIS ROYAL THAI SPA
“Not Just a Spa “Experience”, But Beyond”
Treatments created by combining the best of ancient Thai traditional medicine and herbal secrets with advanced discoveries in beauty and wellness spas designed with a distinctive Thai atmosphere where you can enjoy superior service without unnecessary formality in the privacy of your own garden treatment villa. Relax, recharge, and find healing therapies at Oasis Spa destination in Bangkok, Chiang Mai, Phuket, and Pattaya. Whether you choose a spa package or our amazing “Four Hand Massage,” our highly trained therapists will pamper you while coaxing your body into a state of serene tranquility, enhanced beauty, and vigorous health. “Spa means well-being, relaxation, feel at ease...”

OASIS SECRET GARDEN SPA
“Not Just a Spa “Experience”, But Beyond”
Treatments created by combining the best of ancient Thai traditional medicine and herbal secrets with advanced discoveries in beauty and wellness spas designed with a distinctive Thai atmosphere where you can enjoy superior service without unnecessary formality in the privacy of your own garden treatment villa. Relax, recharge, and find healing therapies at Oasis Spa destination in Bangkok, Chiang Mai, Phuket, and Pattaya. Whether you choose a spa package or our amazing “Four Hand Massage,” our highly trained therapists will pamper you while coaxing your body into a state of serene tranquility, enhanced beauty, and vigorous health. “Spa means well-being, relaxation, feel at ease...”

BANGKOK

IDIN SPA AND BEAUTY
Idin Beauty Spa, the best alternative in beauty & spa treatments. We are a leader in clinical skin care & spa innovations. Let our expert team of doctors and specialists advise you on the appropriate treatment for you. Using the highest quality products our dermatology clinic can transform and rejuvenate your skin. With over 300 kinds of treatments to make you better! Don’t want to look your best, come and see us today!! Idin Beauty Spa ได้เป็น ผู้ผลิตผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นำผู้นา...
BHAUTHANAPUT233 PART... LTD.
Supplement product for health จำหน่าย
อาหารเสริมเพื่อสุขภาพ
JIRUTCHANA BHAUTHANAPUT
3/374 THOE RACHAN 43, THOE
RACHAN ROAD, SI KAN, DON
MUEANG, BANGKOK 10201
THAILAND
02 929 1179
02 929 1179
Jeena2501@gmail.com

PPIPICHAI SANGMANEE
SUPPLEMENTARY PRODUCTS
ผลิตภัณฑ์เสริมอาหาร
PPIPICHAI SANGMANEE
14/292 THE VILLA, SOI KUBON 27,
YAER 10., THA RAENG, BANG
KHN, BANGKOK 10202
THAILAND
sangmanee888@gmail.com

UBONRAJCHATHANI
C. SOMJAI KARNCHANG
supplement products, อาหารเสริม
NUTHAPONG KAEWIMWOL
150/1 PHALORAGRIT RD.,
TAMBON NAI MUANG, AMPOE
MUEANG, UBONRAJCHATHANI
34000 THAILAND
kaewimwol.home@gmail.com

PHATHUMTHANI
B MEDICAL SUPPLY
CO., LTD.
Fiber detox have 2 flavour is mix berry
and orange. Ingredient: Green Tea Extract
with polyphenol, Apple fiver, Psyllium
and orange. Ingredient: Green Tea Extract
Fibber detox have 2 flavour is mix berry
PHANTHANAPUT 323 PART... LTD.
Supplement product for health จำหน่าย
อาหารเสริมเพื่อสุขภาพ
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MUEANG, BANGKOK 10201
THAILAND
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Jeena2501@gmail.com

PPIPICHAI SANGMANEE
SUPPLEMENTARY PRODUCTS
ผลิตภัณฑ์เสริมอาหาร
PPIPICHAI SANGMANEE
14/292 THE VILLA, SOI KUBON 27,
YAER 10., THA RAENG, BANG
KHN, BANGKOK 10202
THAILAND
sangmanee888@gmail.com

UBONRAJCHATHANI
C. SOMJAI KARNCHANG
supplement products, อาหารเสริม
NUTHAPONG KAEWIMWOL
150/1 PHALORAGRIT RD.,
TAMBON NAI MUANG, AMPOE
MUEANG, UBONRAJCHATHANI
34000 THAILAND
kaewimwol.home@gmail.com

PHATHUMTHANI
B MEDICAL SUPPLY
CO., LTD.
Fiber detox have 2 flavour is mix berry
and orange. Ingredient: Green Tea Extract
with polyphenol, Apple fiver, Psyllium
and orange. Ingredient: Green Tea Extract
Fibber detox have 2 flavour is mix berry

NARCISSE IS THAILAND.
CO., LTD.
Narcisse is an all in one food supplement
that has multiple health benefits. It is
suitable for women aged 18 to 60 years.
Narcisse is made of 100% natural
ingredients and has been approved by the
FDA, GMP and is Halal certified, thus
ensuring safety of the product. Narcisse
combines herbs that are recommended for
women in premenopause, during pregnancy
and breast feeding. For that reason, it
may not be suitable for children or
women under 18 years old.

SOMJAI KARNCHANG
supplement products, อาหารเสริม
NUTHAPONG KAEWIMWOL
150/1 PHALORAGRIT RD.,
TAMBON NAI MUANG, AMPOE
MUEANG, UBONRAJCHATHANI
34000 THAILAND
kaewimwol.home@gmail.com

PHANTHANAPUT 323 PART... LTD.
Supplement product for health จำหน่าย
อาหารเสริมเพื่อสุขภาพ
JIRUTCHANA BHAUTHANAPUT
3/374 THOE RACHAN 43, THOE
RACHAN ROAD, SI KAN, DON
MUEANG, BANGKOK 10201
THAILAND
02 929 1179
02 929 1179
Jeena2501@gmail.com

PPIPICHAI SANGMANEE
SUPPLEMENTARY PRODUCTS
ผลิตภัณฑ์เสริมอาหาร
PPIPICHAI SANGMANEE
14/292 THE VILLA, SOI KUBON 27,
YAER 10., THA RAENG, BANG
KHN, BANGKOK 10202
THAILAND
sangmanee888@gmail.com

UBONRAJCHATHANI
C. SOMJAI KARNCHANG
supplement products, อาหารเสริม
NUTHAPONG KAEWIMWOL
150/1 PHALORAGRIT RD.,
TAMBON NAI MUANG, AMPOE
MUEANG, UBONRAJCHATHANI
34000 THAILAND
kaewimwol.home@gmail.com

PHATHUMTHANI
B MEDICAL SUPPLY
CO., LTD.
Fiber detox have 2 flavour is mix berry
and orange. Ingredient: Green Tea Extract
with polyphenol, Apple fiver, Psyllium
and orange. Ingredient: Green Tea Extract
Fibber detox have 2 flavour is mix berry
Lucky Fasion offers ladies and gentleman’s custom tailoring. We only use the best fabrics and backed by our top workmanship you will not be disappointed. The dressmaker will personally visit you for measurement of all the contours required. We also offer a wide range of designs that can be customised to suit your style and personality. We guarantee that you will feel comfortable and look great in our clothing. 

Khanom, 174/5 MOO 10, PRATAMNAK ROAD, SOUTH PATTAYA, 20150
PATTAYA
038710400
lucky.pattaya@hotmail.com

BANGKOK

VICKY COLLECTION
An elegant suit requires the touch, feel and precise measurements of an expert tailor. Mr. Vicky will personally visit you for measurement with his full range of fabric swatches and contemporary fashion style catalogues to ensure you and exclusive wardrobe, all at affordable price at the convenience to meet you either at your home. If you require a high-quality clothing, you can choose from our professional tailors to ensure your satisfaction. We take pride in providing our customers with the best possible service and maintaining our reputation for excellence in tailoring and fashion. We offer a wide range of services to meet the needs of our customers. For more information, please contact us or visit our website.

VICHAI NARANG
P.O.BOX 2, WONG WIAN YAI
POST OFFICE, 10600 BANGKOK
02 864 3145
02 864 3383
vickycollection@gmail.com
www.vickycollection.com

DANNY TAILOR
Danny Tailor offers high quality garments and exceptional service. We offer premium and customized men’s executive fashions, all specially tailored & tailored to perfection by professional custom tailors. We also offer personalized service for our customers. By choosing our services, you can be assured of getting the best quality clothing that will fit you perfectly. We take pride in providing our customers with the best possible service and maintaining our reputation for excellence in tailoring and fashion. For more information, please contact us or visit our website.

SUNDEEPSINGH NARANG
340/95 MOO 9, 3RD ROAD SOI 22,
BANGLAMUNG, 20150 PATTAYA
038724282
038677205
sunnyfashion@hotmail.com
www.sunnyonline.com

ENRICH
Enrich providing quality costume clothing design and tailoring. We specialize in Thai silk made to order. Contact us at Siam branch 02-6584763 or Nawamin Branch 02-7335260. Enrich will personally visit you for measurement of all the contours required. We also offer a wide range of designs that can be customised to suit your style and personality. We guarantee that you will feel comfortable and look great in our clothing.

THAILAND

CHIANGRAI

THAILAND

KANCHASEDPANDUPHON
Tour and travel
KANJARAT SUPAJAN
2187 M.10 T.LOMRAT, A.MAEPIG,
LUMPANG, LAMPANG 52180
THAILAND
054-291158
rungrat09@gmail.com

BANGLAMUNG

BANGKOK

SUNDEEPSINGH NARANG
340/95 MOO 9, 3RD ROAD SOI 22,
BANGLAMUNG, 20150 PATTAYA
038724282
038677205
sunnyfashion@hotmail.com
www.sunnyonline.com

PATTAYA

BAR & D INTEREDUCATION
A & D INTEREDUCATION PROVIDE TOUR SINGAPORE, MALAYSIA, MYANMAR, CHINA, JAPAN AND EUROPE
The bar and restaurant is open for dinner after 6:00 PM, and all day for lunch.

SUNNY FASHION
Sunny Online. When it comes to travel, gone are the days when you had the luxury of months of planning and preparations. Keep this reality in mind. Sunny Online Travels specializes in booking airline tickets for both domestic and international, even at the very last minute. Providing you with personalized services at affordable prices, so that you can be relieved off all those anxious moments and just hop on a plane whenever you want to. - See more at: http://sunny.sunnyonlineotravels.com/thetas/h.kz2Wd2wpow.html

KANCHASEDPANDUPHON
Tour and travel
KANJARAT SUPAJAN
2187 M.10 T.LOMRAT, A.MAEPIG,
LUMPANG, LAMPANG 52180
THAILAND
054-291158
rungrat09@gmail.com

BANGKOK

SUNDEEPSINGH NARANG
340/95 MOO 9, 3RD ROAD SOI 22,
BANGLAMUNG, 20150 PATTAYA
038724282
038677205
sunnyfashion@hotmail.com
www.sunnyonline.com

PALIDA HEALTHY
Booking tour, hotel to bring you the best

PALIDA PHUNIOI
82/1 MOO 13., XIENG THONG., WANG CHAO., TAK 63000
THAILAND
089 414 7298
palida87@hotmail.com

TAXI

THAI TAKS

ATV ONTOUR.COM
ATV Ontour.com welcome you to enjoy the fun of riding ATVs. If you enjoy adventure and thrills let our experienced guides take you on a journey to explore. Enjoy the many trails in the Chiang Mai area, join with other adventurers and friends to have a full day of fun in safety. We are open everyday from 09:00 – 17:00. ATV Ontour.com also offers a range of products and services at affordable prices, so that you can enjoy your ATV experience. You will have a great day of fun and excitement in our 15 islands. We offer a wide range of options to cater to all your needs, including hotels and tour packages. Contact us for more information on our services and packages.

THAILAND

CHIANGRAI

LAMPANG

LAMPHUN

ORIENT

SAMAPORN TANANUPABPAISAN
TOUR GUIDE TRANSLATION, TOUR ORGANISATION, BUFFET BUFF, DINNER BUFF, ALL TOURS IN THAILAND.
SAMAPORN TANANUPABPAISAN
1124/65 SOODTEERAK VILLAGE,, TAK 63000
053 860377 (Khu Tidarat)
053 860 377
atvhaipart@gmail.com
www.atvontour.com

KORKOT, LAMLUKKA,
LUMPANG, LAMPANG 52180

THAILAND

PATTAYA

ATV ONTOUR.COM
ATV Ontour.com welcome you to enjoy the fun of riding ATVs. If you enjoy adventure and thrills let our experienced guides take you on a journey to explore. Enjoy the many trails in the Chiang Mai area, join with other adventurers and friends to have a full day of fun in safety. We are open everyday from 09:00 – 17:00. ATV Ontour.com also offers a range of products and services at affordable prices, so that you can enjoy your ATV experience. You will have a great day of fun and excitement in our 15 islands. We offer a wide range of options to cater to all your needs, including hotels and tour packages. Contact us for more information on our services and packages.

SUNNY FASHION
Sunny Online. When it comes to travel, gone are the days when you had the luxury of months of planning and preparations. Keep this reality in mind. Sunny Online Travels specializes in booking airline tickets for both domestic and international, even at the very last minute. Providing you with personalized services at affordable prices, so that you can be relieved off all those anxious moments and just hop on a plane whenever you want to. - See more at: http://sunny.sunnyonlineotravels.com/thetas/h.kz2Wd2wpow.html

THAILAND

PHATHUMTHANI

LAMPANG

LAMPHUN

THAILAND

KANJARAT SUPAJAN
2187 M.10 T.LOMRAT, A.MAEPIG,
LUMPANG, LAMPANG 52180
THAILAND
054-291158
rungrat09@gmail.com

THAILAND

PATTAYA

SUNNY FASHION
Sunny Online. When it comes to travel, gone are the days when you had the luxury of months of planning and preparations. Keep this reality in mind. Sunny Online Travels specializes in booking airline tickets for both domestic and international, even at the very last minute. Providing you with personalized services at affordable prices, so that you can be relieved off all those anxious moments and just hop on a plane whenever you want to. - See more at: http://sunny.sunnyonlineotravels.com/thetas/h.kz2Wd2wpow.html
PAWANA SPA
ACCESSORIES & TRAVEL
PHUKET
WE PROUD TO OFFER TRAVELLING IN PHUKET เราภูมิใจนำเสนอที่พักพิงที่
ต้องการให้คุณเลือก คือ
PAWANA GUNTHORNTID
13 Moo 1, Thumbool Terdthai,
Amphur Maebhum, Phuket
0857804263
hua2522@hotmail.com

TUITION
THAILAND
RAYONG
GLOBAL WARNINGS
The Academy tutoring in English,
business and IT. We can come to your
home, office or at our classrooms for one
to one or in groups. สมัครเรียนด้วย
คุณครูสอนส่วนตัว หรือเป็นกลุ่ม
RAYMOND JOHN EDWARDS
99/58 Moo 6, Soi Tesco Lotus,
Ban Chang, Rayong, Rayong
21130 Thailand
038030848
CEO@theschoolsingapore.com
www.theschoolsingapore.com

SUNSHINE PRODUCTIONS
Barry Upton is a successful hit songwriter,
arranger, musician and producer of many
different forms of popular music. He is
also a studio engineer and stage
performer having appeared around the
world in various capacities. For all your
TV and video productions for your business
or just to utilize Barry’s vast experience in
radio and music contact Sunshine
Productions now... แบร์รี่อัพตันเป็นนักแต่ง
เพลงฮิตที่ประสบความสำเร็จ เรียบเรียงดนตรี
และเป็นโปรดิวเซอร์ เพลงที่เป็นที่นิยม เขายัง
มีประสบการณ์ในการสื่อสาร เริ่มต้นจากวิทยุและ
เป็นโปรดิวเซอร์เพลงที่เป็นที่นิยม เป็นกลุ่มที่
เราต้องการ ในทุกๆลินการที่เราทำ ถ้า
คุณต้องการ สอนให้ดี สวย
ทัวร์ทัวร์ดี
package tour in thailand ดี
DD MODERN TOUR
Package tour Package tour in thailand ที่
ดี ไม่ได้ต้องทำ ที่สวยงามمقاลักษณะ
ประเทศไทย
SOMDEJ KRUENGKHANPHLOO
430/150 Niran Conco, Building
D, 6 Floor, Soi Phungmee 52,
Sukhumvit 93, Bangkok,
10260 Bangkok
08 3559 0008
dejdej.k@gmail.com
www.modernintertravel.com

BANGKOK

TV & VIDEO
PATTAYA

CINEBLITZ CO., LTD
You’ve heard about this, right? This place
called everywhere, where everyone else
is. (And let me tell you, everyone else is
having a great time doing it.) And, deeply,
truly, honestly they’d love it if you were
next to them - in the thick of it. Exploring
cultures. Uncovering new worlds. Turning
possibilities into realities day in day
out, like some impossible dynamo that
ever tires and never slows down.

But, and this is the greatest part, it’s
not impossible. It’s out there and all you have
to do to become enmeshed in it is go. And
once you start going, just don’t stop. And
that’s the easiest thing in the world - it’s so
easy, the world was made that way.
You’ve heard about that, too? *An object
in motion wants to remain in motion.*

Let us, See the Thailand, be the ones that
help you get from point A to points B, C,
D, and E. After E, you’re free to come
home because you might have cats or
kids to feed and you can’t pay Ramesh
the neighbour to take care of them in
perpetuity.

We’ve got more than four years of
momentum behind us, so we’ve definitely
got the oomph to overcome any inertia
and deliver you to the scene of the action
- anywhere you want to be. And how ever
you want to shoot your film, we can help.
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D, and E. After E, you’re free to come
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We’ve got more than four years of
momentum behind us, so we’ve definitely
got the oomph to overcome any inertia
and deliver you to the scene of the action
- anywhere you want to be. And how ever
you want to shoot your film, we can help.

See the Thailand, be the ones that
help you get from point A to points B, C,
D, and E. After E, you’re free to come
home because you might have cats or
kids to feed and you can’t pay Ramesh
the neighbour to take care of them in
perpetuity.
Get your website on Google page one! SEO (Search Engine Optimization). For ONLY 6,950 BBX Trade Points we will send your website through all the major search engines including Yahoo, Google, Bing, MSN and many more. We will submit your website once a week for 12 months to send your website through all the major search engines including Yahoo, Google, Bing, MSN and many more. We will submit your website once a week for 12 months.

---

**PATTAYA DARTS**

Advertise with us on Thailand's number one website www.pattayadarts.com. You only pay ONCE! Send us your logo and we will do the rest, you will get 3 banners and direct links to your website or email address. One time fee with no more to pay, 100% BBX all this for only 5,000 BBX. If you're thinking about switching web hosting, you already know the importance of creating an internet presence in today's world. Don't have web hosting yet? Let us help you get started and offer you the best in web hosting. Thinking about switching web hosts? We’ll help you setup your domain, hosting. Thinking about switching web hosts? We’ll help you setup your domain, hosting. Thinking about switching web hosts? We’ll help you setup your domain, hosting.

---

**PATTAYA DARTS**

Get your website on Google page one! SEO (Search Engine Optimization). For ONLY 6,950 BBX Trade Points we will send your website through all the major search engines including Yahoo, Google, Bing, MSN and many more. We will submit your website once a week for 12 months to send your website through all the major search engines including Yahoo, Google, Bing, MSN and many more. We will submit your website once a week for 12 months.

---

**HOSTING GROUP CO., LTD.**

Hosting group offers domain registration, web design, web hosting & web application services. Our expert staff have the skills and experience to construct and maintain products and services to the highest standards. We can produce stunning websites and website development projects constructed by international creative and technical professionals. We believe in the power of the internet in today's world. Don't have web hosting yet? Let us help you get started and offer you the best in web hosting.

---

**OPEN ADVERTISING COMPANY LIMITED**

We are a premium print & web design agency providing professional solutions since 2006 offering logo, brochure & advertisement design, web design, web hosting, email marketing services to bring them up to date. If you’re searching for web hosting, you already know the importance of creating an internet presence in today’s world. Don’t have web hosting yet? Let us help you get started and offer you the best in web hosting.

---

**MUTTZ NUTZ MEDIA COMPANY**

Radio production, TV, digital media, advertising, web hosting etc. If you’re thinking about switching web hosts? We’ll help you setup your domain, hosting. Contact us for all your Web needs. We are a premium print & web design agency providing professional solutions since 2006 offering logo, brochure & advertisement design, web design, web hosting, email marketing services to bring them up to date. If you’re searching for web hosting, you already know the importance of creating an internet presence in today’s world. Don’t have web hosting yet? Let us help you get started and offer you the best in web hosting.

---

**PIPICHAI SANGMANE**

ONLINE ADVERTISING AND WEBPAGE ON THE FIRST PAGE OF GOOGLE AT REASONABLE PRICE. We will do the rest, you will get 3 banners and direct links to your website or email address. One time fee with no more to pay, 100% BBX all this for only 5,000 BBX. If you’re thinking about switching web hosting, you already know the importance of creating an internet presence in today’s world. Don’t have web hosting yet? Let us help you get started and offer you the best in web hosting.

---

**T.C.G GROUP CO., LTD.**

Advertising on internet, social network and Facebook. Event organizer and modelling agency, we represent more than 50 models. We are in the business of digital media, including installation & cleaning service for air-conditioning, car air-conditioning. We provide design and engineering services for installation & cleaning service for air-conditioning, car air-conditioning. We provide design and engineering services for installation & cleaning service for air-conditioning, car air-conditioning. We provide design and engineering services for installation & cleaning service for air-conditioning, car air-conditioning. We provide design and engineering services for installation & cleaning service for air-conditioning, car air-conditioning.

---

**MAX AUTOPLUS CO., LTD.**

Offering car window film (Meridian brand) including installation & cleaning service for car air-conditioning, car air-conditioning. We provide design and engineering services for installation & cleaning service for air-conditioning, car air-conditioning. We provide design and engineering services for installation & cleaning service for air-conditioning, car air-conditioning. We provide design and engineering services for installation & cleaning service for air-conditioning, car air-conditioning.

---

**PATTAYA CENTRAL, 20150 PATTAYA**

**CHONBURI**

**BANGKOK**

**THAILAND**

**CHIANG MAI**

**PERMPOONSUP SHOP**

**WHOLESALE WINE**

**WINDOW FILM**

**WINES**

**BENNETT'S WINE BAR**

**AI YELLOW ASIA**

**THAILAND**

**PERMPOONSUP SHOP**

**WHOLESALERS**
BENNETT'S WINE BAR

Wine Bar, Bar, Tapas Bar   BENNETT'S WINE BAR

บาร์และร้านอาหารTapas

SUPITCHA KANGONTA
34/187 MOO.2, NONGPRUE,BANGLAMUNG, CHONBURI 20150 THAILAND
0956090384
supitcha78@hotmail.com

CHIANG MAI

HOUSE OF BAVERAGE
(HOB)

WINE AND RESTAURANTS. เครื่องดื่ม
ไวน์ และร้านอาหาร

ARTIKAYA KARNSONJIT
222/42 THE EVERYDAY MOO3, SANSAI-MEAOJE (OLD) ROAD, SANSAINOI, SANSAI, CHIANG MAI
50210 THAILAND
053 400 089
086 445 2046

HOUSE OF BAVERAGE
(HOB)

WINE AND RESTAURANTS. We are a distributor of vodka. The famous
of Chiang Mai. such as liquor, Alcohol
infusion of Thailand, Wine and beers
imported from around the world. There
are also many other non-alcoholic
beverages. Available for delivery
nationwide. Include Export markets Fast
and Secure with Retail price- Wholesale
type WINE AND RESTAURANTS.

We are a distributor of vodka. The famous
of Chiang Mai. such as liquor, Alcohol
infusion of Thailand, Wine and beers
imported from around the world. There
are also many other non-alcoholic
beverages. Available for delivery
nationwide. Include Export markets Fast
and Secure with Retail price- Wholesale
price WINE AND RESTAURANTS.

ARTIKAYA KARNSONJIT
222/42 THE EVERYDAY MOO3, SANSAI-MEAOJE (OLD) ROAD, SANSAINOI, SANSAI, CHIANG MAI
50210 THAILAND
053400089
hobcm2013@gmail.com

WOOD PRODUCTS

THAILAND
BANGKOK

SURAPHONG WOOD
CARVING CHAING MAI

Wood carving Products for decoration.
ผลิตภัณฑ์ไม้แกะสลักสําหรับการตกแตรกี

SURAPHONG POMSUWAN
69/37 ROOM 1519 SUKHUMVIT 4,
KLONGTEY, KLONGTEOY,
BANGKOK 10110 THAILAND
iammysteriousmango@gmail.com
Welcome to BBX
Quick Start Information

Welcome to BBX the Business to Business Barter company. This quick sheet is to assist our members understand Barter and how to trade with BBX.

1. BBX is a Global Barter company and your BBX Card can be used to buy and sell with over 50’000+ members globally. If you are travelling overseas contact your BBX Broker and ask if BBX is available at your destination.

2. Credit Lines are 0% interest with BBX. You only pay for transactions as you process them.

3. All transactions should be 100% BBX. Only exceptions are transactions with value over THB 100’000, Real-estate and Ongoing Supply contracts. If you are unclear simply contact your BBX Broker.

4. BBX Credit lines are reviewed yearly. Your credit line must not exceed your yearly amount of sales in BBX. For example if you have a 500’000 credit line but in the last 12 months only accepted 300’000 your credit limit could be reduced to 300’000. However if you have a credit limit of 100’000 but you did 200’000 in sales the last year you may be able to have an increase to 200’000 at no additional charge.

5. All BBX Transactions need to receive an Authorization Number. You can process transactions 24 hours a day online at www.ebbx.com or by using the BBX Money Mobile Application. We also have POS software you can put on your computer so your staff can process live transactions. You can also phone the call center on 021071049 During Office Hours to process a transaction. It is strongly suggested that you not accept payment in BBX without processing the transaction first just like you would with MasterCard or Visa.

6. You can shop online with BBX at www.BBX.co.th we have an online shop with thousands of products.

7. BBX Barter is not cash and not directly convertible for cash. However you can buy goods on BBX and resell them in your business to your cash customers to convert your BBX to cash. You should never put your BBX Member card into a Bank ATM.

8. You will receive a monthly statement on the 1st of every month on your email. You can also look at your online statement and transactions anytime at www.ebbx.com You are able to Pay your Monthly fees via 7/11, Family Mart, Tesco Lotus, Kasikorn Bank or PayPal.

9. If you need any assistance you should call the call center on 02 107 1049 or email support@BBX.co.th we have a team working Monday to Saturday 9:00am – 6pm to assist you.

10. BBX Members are not expected to Discount for BBX. However it is not allowed to have different Cash and BBX prices. All items sold to BBX members should be at the normal advertised price. Members that feel they are being overcharged on BBX should not proceed with the transaction. BBX is unable to assist you after you have already processed a sale between the Buyer and Seller.

The full Terms and Conditions are available in English and Thai from our website www.BBX.co.th Please do not post your BBX Card number online and or in Social Media this may result in the cancellation of your card for security reasons.
ยินดีต้อนรับเข้าสู่ บีบีเอ็กซ์
ข้อมูลเบื้องต้นสำหรับสมาชิก

ยินดีต้อนรับเข้าสู่ บีบีเอ็กซ์ รุ่งเรืองการเติบโตสินค้า เนื่องจากบีเอ็กซ์จะระเบียบให้สมาชิกเข้าใจในเรื่องการแลกเปลี่ยนเงินตราทุกวิถี มากยิ่งขึ้น

1. บีบีเอ็กซ์เป็นบริษัทระดับโลก ซึ่งบีเอ็กซ์สามารถแลกเปลี่ยนเงินได้โดยตรง ราคาดี มีมูลค่ามาก มากกว่า 50000 บาทคือ หากลูกค้าสนใจจะแลก เงินตราที่ต้องการในต่างประเทศ สามารถติดต่อ สำนักงานที่บีเอ็กซ์ให้กับลูกค้าที่สนใจและวงเงินในประเทศนั้นๆได้

2. วงเงินแลกเปลี่ยนที่บีเอ็กซ์ให้ลูกค้า ไม่จำกัดเกณฑ์เงินต่างๆ ทำสมาชิกเข้าใจตามวงเงินขั้นต่ำของลูกค้า – ขายที่นั้น

3. ทุกๆการซื้อขายของ บีบีเอ็กซ์ ต้องใช้บัตรเอ็กซ์ในการซื้อขายและชำระเงิน สอบถามจากศูนย์บริการ บริการที่ปลอดภัย – ขาย มากกว่า 100000 เท่า

4. บีบีเอ็กซ์จะมีการควบคุมการซื้อขาย ซื้อ – ขายของลูกค้าเป็นรายบัญชีต่อรอง เช่น หากลูกค้ามีเงิน 500000 เท่าที่บีเอ็กซ์เปลี่ยนเงิน ประมาณ 300000 เท่าบาท งานที่ลูกค้าภาระจะรับเป็นเงิน 300000 เท่าบาท และในกรณีนี้ หากลูกค้ารับเงิน 1000000 เท่าบาท และในกรณีนี้ลูกค้าระบายการขาย มากกว่า 200000 เท่าบาท วงเงินของลูกค้าจะถูกปรับเพิ่มเป็น 200000 เท่าบาท เป็นต้น หากลูกค้าสมาชิกต้องการสอบถามเพิ่มเติม สามารถติดต่อสมาชิกที่

5. ทุกๆการซื้อขายในบีบีเอ็กซ์จะได้รับการคุ้มครอง ซึ่งลูกค้าสมาชิกจะต้องทำการค้นหาเงินตราที่ต้องการใน www.ebbx.com หรือทำสมาชิกสามารถหาได้ใน 12 ห้อง หรือ ทำการค้นหาโดยตรงทางออนไลน์ได้ที่ www.ebbx.com หรือทำสมาชิกสามารถหาได้ใน 12 การซื้อขาย

6. ทำสมาชิกบีบีเอ็กซ์สามารถซื้อ – ขาย ออนไลน์ได้ ทาง www.BBX.co.th บีบีเอ็กซ์มีสินค้า และบริการหลากหลายสามารถใช้กับลูกค้าได้เลือกและซื้อขาย

7. การซื้อ – ขายแลกเปลี่ยนสินค้าในกลุ่มสมาชิก บีบีเอ็กซ์ นั่นไม่สามารถเปลี่ยนเป็นเงินสดได้โดยตรง แต่ก็ทำสมาชิกสามารถใช้เงินบาทนี้ไปกินในค่าซื้อสินค้า และขายสินค้านั้นให้กับลูกค้าเงินสดได้ บีบีเอ็กซ์มีสินค้า และสมาชิกบีบีเอ็กซ์ไม่สามารถใช้กับผู้ที่ซื้อเงินสดได้

8. สมาชิกบีบีเอ็กซ์จะได้รับไปในค่าธรรมเนียมเงินตราต่างประเทศ ทุกวันที่ 7 ของทุกเดือนทางบีเอ็กซ์ สำหรับสมาชิก สามารถซื้อขายค่าธรรมเนียมเงินตราต่างประเทศได้ ใช้เช่นการทำยอด โครงการบริการค่าธรรมเนียมด้วยอัตราต่างประเทศ โดยเชิญไปที่ www.ebbx.com ลูกค้าสมาชิกสามารถรับค่าธรรมเนียมเงินตราต่างประเทศได้โดยคิดค่าธรรมเนียม 7/11 แห่งที่ มาร์ค ไม่เกินคิดค่า ธนาคารสินค้า หรือ ธนาคารแห่งเท้าขายได้

9. หากติดต่อทำสมาชิกการชำระเงินในออฟฟิศหรือทำค่าธรรมเนียมให้แล้วเงิน สามารถติดต่อ สำนักงานที่บีเอ็กซ์ได้ที่เบอร์ 02 107 1049 หรือ ที่มีมี support@BBX.co.th ไม่ได้ทำการทำ ข้ามหน้าที่ บีเอ็กซ์ได้ที่เบอร์ 02 107 1049 หรือ ที่มีมี

10. หากติดต่อทำสมาชิกไม่ได้ทำข้ามหน้าที่การทำสมาชิกตลอดค่าสินค้า อย่างไรก็ตามบีบีเอ็กซ์ไม่ใช่เงินโอนในการค้าขายสินค้า ซึ่งควรเป็นเจ้าหน้าที่ขายในธนาคารเงินตรา สินค้าและ บริการต่างๆในบีบีเอ็กซ์ หากลูกค้าสมาชิกเสียสินค้าล้นๆ ต้องเก็บเงินก็ ลูกค้าสมาชิกไม่ควรที่จะติดต่อค่าเงินให้ในสินค้านั้นๆ บีบีเอ็กซ์ไม่รับรองระบบ หากลูกค้าสมาชิกแก้ไข ซื้อสินค้าก็ไม่ผล และไม่ควรติดต่อข้ามหน้าค่าเงินให้เงินไ nicely.

เรื่องรายละเอียดรายละเอียดของบีบีเอ็กซ์ แบบการทำ และการขายสินค้า สามารถติดต่อที่ เบอร์โทรศัพท์ www.BBX.co.th จะแจ้งให้ทำสมาชิกไม่ควรโอน ในกรณีบีเอ็กซ์ จะแจ้งให้สมาชิกบีเอ็กซ์ของสมาชิกถูกกระทำข้ามหน้าเพื่อความปลอดภัย